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The Ocean’s Journey
See the world and experience the sea in a different
way with Tradewind Voyages.

Mother Nature is our compass,
the prevailing winds and currents define our course.

Our tall ship is powered by the billowing sails as much as possible and,
as we follow the sun, you’ll discover a new-found freedom and time to
connect with the beauty of the natural world.

We will take you on a maritime experience you’ll never forget.
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The Ocean’s Journey

Golden Horizon
Golden Horizon is the largest square-rigged sailing ship in the world.
Our five-masted barque is based on France II, a legendary
square-rigged tall ship built in 1913. We’ve been inspired by
history’s magnificent Tea Clippers and Cape Horners, and added
our own contemporary twist. First-class service, top-notch dining
and elegant cabins, all with a sea view are all part of the luxurious
experience on board.

We offer high levels of safety when it comes to social distancing,
with open decks, small guest numbers and visits to remote locations.
So, if the ocean is calling, let us take you on the sailing adventure of
a lifetime.

Technical specification:
Classification society:
DNV GL

Gross tonnage: 8770
Maximum sail area:

Ice class

6345sqm

Cabins: 140

Main propulsion engines:
• Caterpillar 2 x 2250ekW

Guests: 270

+ 2 x 1700ekW

Crew: 159

• Caterpillar 2 x 3300kW,
690V 3-phase 60z,

Length: 162.2m

1200rpm, variable speed

Draft: 6.4m

unidirectional

To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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“The Tradewind Voyages team are very proud
of our majestic ship and the fabulous experience
she will deliver. We are thrilled to invite you to
join us on one of our maritime adventures.”
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Life Onboard
Stand on the expansive wooden deck and feel the momentum of the ship, enjoying the drama as
the wind fills the sails and the rigging strains. Gaze out to the horizon where sunlight catches the
rippling waves and relish the excitement that comes with the opportunity to spot dolphins riding
the bow wave and leaping playfully from the water.

We would like guests to feel connected to the ocean,

There’s time to learn, too. We play host to insightful

so all cabins on board Golden Horizon have a sea

experts who can teach you about maritime history,

view and many have their own private balcony. Start

astronomy and geography, and our outstanding

the day with a yoga or fitness class on the Sun Deck,

team is on hand to arrange optional activities, from

work out in the gym or unwind in the spa with an

wine tasting to watching a movie under the stars.

indulgent treatment. Relax and enjoy a good book
and a coffee in the library.

Relax as you enjoy dinner in the elegant dining room,
listening to our pianist and singer, or head up on

Our marina platform opening at the stern, sitting

deck for a more casual meal watching the sunset.

just above the water, is our gateway to the ocean. A

Get a taste of the local region with shows from

great space to relax, but also the hub for kayaking,

talented local performers and end perfect days at

paddleboarding, swimming and snorkelling. Borrow

Debeljak’s, our premium on board bar serving some

one of our sailing dinghies or sea bobs to navigate

of the world’s finest gins and whisky.

the clear water and discover quiet bays. During your
voyage, enjoy beach days and surprise stops, as well
as iced drinks around the ship’s swimming pools.

At a Glance
3 swimming pools,

1 Restaurant & 1 Grill

Fitness classes

5 bars

Destination speakers

Watersports

Library

Live music and local shows

Spa and salon services

Gym

Sports coordinators

including a deep dive pool

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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The Dining Experience
A grand ship deserves a grand dining experience.

Step into the spectacular dining room and

And if the sea breeze and sails are calling,

gaze up at the curved wrought-iron balconies

head to the open-air Horizon Bar for lunch in

sweeping towards the stunning central

the sunshine, or the chance to sneak a treat

skylight. Maritime art hangs from wood-

from our late afternoon ‘Deck Delights’ trolley

panelled walls and friendly staff ensure great

service.

service is their top priority for an elegant
dinner on the world’s largest sailing ship.

Our menus are full of ‘eat well, be well’
recommendations, so cuisine with a healthy

Your voyage includes:

But we have a more relaxed side, too. There’s

and sustainable focus sits alongside classic

24-hour complimentary room service*, so you

favourites, with great options for vegans and

All meals

Wi-Fi access

can have a lazy breakfast in bed. If your cabin

vegetarians. Our chefs also source the freshest

Selected wines and beers

Marina sports activities

has a balcony, you can enjoy lunch or dinner –

local ingredients, so you can get a real taste of

during meal times in the main

and a front-row view of the ocean – in private.

the region you’re sailing through.

restaurant
Coffee, tea and soft drinks,
including water

|
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entertainment
Access to the gym, sauna,
snow room and hammam

Gratuities

* Room service in selected cabin categories

Tradewind Voyages

Daytime and evening

To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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The Dining Experience

The daily dinner event

‘Eat well, be well’ is our ethos onboard. You’ll see a focus on healthy eating,
sustainability and wellbeing reflected in our menu choices, but we also know
you’d like treats and indulgences, too. You are on holiday, after all. We will serve
outstanding food on every voyage and think we have created the perfect balance.

Breakfast on-board

Leisurely lunches

Breakfast is served in the Dining Room, our elegant

Lunches are light, fresh and there’s always the chance

central dining space, and features a served buffet

to taste the local flavours of the region you’re sailing

of sweet, buttery pastries perfectly paired with a

through. Head to the Dining Room for a served buffet

morning coffee. Tuck into cold meats, cheese and

or to choose delicious dishes from an á la carte menu

juices; choose sizzling sausages and tomatoes from

that changes daily. Alternatively, head to the Horizon

the hot food station; or order your favourite filling

Bar Grill for a juicy hamburger or grilled chicken

at the omelette station. Our á la carte menu offers

breast served with the freshest salad. We’ll treat

cooked-to-order dishes to start your day in the right

you to culinary surprises on the sun deck, and there’s

way. Don’t miss the smoked salmon, crushed avocado

always the opportunity to order room service if you

and poached egg on sourdough bread, or fluffy

are staying in a Suite or Deluxe Balcony Stateroom.

The culinary highlight each day is dinner in the Dining

A more casual dinner is offered in the Horizon Bar;

Room, our centrepiece restaurant. It’s an elegant

and guests staying in our Suites and Deluxe Balcony

experience, without being too formal, and a great

Staterooms can order from our 24-hour room service

chance to chat with our officers and other guests

menu. If you are staying in one of our four Suites, you

about the day’s adventures. Dinner is table service

can also opt for the ultimate dinner in your room.

only and you can choose from international, local,

Choose from the menu offered in the Dining Room and

vegetarian and vegan dishes, many taking inspiration

we will serve your dinner course-by-course in your

from our ‘eat well, be well’ philosophy.

room.

pancakes and waffles.
If you are an early or late riser, you’ll also find a
continental breakfast being served in the Piano Bar
or Horizon Bar. Guests in a Suite or Deluxe Balcony
Stateroom can order breakfast from our 24-hour
room service menu.

Our Chefs
Our Chefs are looking forward to bringing Tradewind Voyages’
onboard ethos of ‘Eat Well, Be Well’ to life.
Onboard, our chef team have a wealth of experience working
for major cruise lines and hotel brands.

The team of 20 chefs will be creating healthy, classic dishes with a modern twist,
plus naughty but nice sweet treats to enjoy during your holiday. Fresh produce will
be bought from local markets and the flavours of destinations we visit en route will
be reflected on the menu.

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Choose Your Cabin
We would like guests to feel connected to the ocean, so every
cabin and suite on board Golden Horizon has a sea view.

Owner’s Suite
Living room and dining area

Concierge service

Master bedroom with double

24-hour room service, including the

or twin beds, en-suite bathroom,

dining room menu during meal hours

featuring a shower and bathtub
Balcony

Daily canapés
Complimentary laundry

Double sofa bed in the living room

and pressing

Second bathroom with shower

Luxury suite amenities

Walk-in wardrobe

Twice-daily housekeeping service

Complimentary mini bar with

Two suites can be connected

full bottles of liquor

to host up to eight guests

Deluxe Balcony Stateroom

Cabin

Balcony

Double bed or twin beds

Double bed or twin beds

Two portholes

Sofa bed sleeping one adult

Deluxe bathroom with a shower

or two children
Deluxe bathroom with a shower
over the bath
24-hour room service
Complimentary mini bar

Complimentary water
Luxury cabin amenities
Twice-daily housekeeping service
Single cabins are also available with a wide single bed

Luxury suite amenities
Twice-daily housekeeping service

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Our spa at sea
Sometimes it’s important to slow down and enjoy a moment of calm.
Take time for yourself at our onboard spa and use the free facilities.
You can warm-up in the sauna or hammam (steam room) and cool
down in the unique snow room before a dip in the
bubbling hot tub.

Book one of our indulgent spa treatments. Relieve any tension with an
aromatherapy or neuromuscular massage, or opt for our signature
algae facial, which uses purifying seaweed to cleanse and refresh your
skin. To look your best onboard, visit our salon for a selection of beauty
treatments including hairstyling, tinting and manicures.

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Get Active
Keeping fit and feeling good is important to us, our gym is open to
everyone. Spend some time cycling as we sail across the high seas, or hit
the tracks on our treadmills to increase your step count.

Our crew members are ready to keep you moving with a variety of daily
classes, to be published in the daily programme on board. Enjoy t’ai chi,
pilates or yoga, or get your heart rate racing with a high-energy zumba
class. Join our yoga instructor for some movement in the sunshine on the
Upper Deck, under the billowing sails.

Our marina platform opening at the stern, sitting just above the water,
is our gateway to the ocean. A great space to relax, but also the hub for
kayaking, paddleboarding, swimming and snorkelling. Borrow one of
our sailing dinghies or sea bobs to navigate the clear water and discover
quiet bays.

To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent

Tradewind Voyages
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Debeljak’s
For a luxurious, elegant drink, head to
Debeljak’s in the Main Hall. You can
sample the world’s finest whisky, rum and
gin, either neat or in a specially-crafted
cocktail, or order fine wines to sip while
you lounge on the plush seating.

Pool Bar
Our Pool Bar serves up international
beers, wines and fun pool-side cocktails,
as you enjoy a lazy afternoon by the
water. We’ll also surprise you with ‘deck
delights’, from ice-creams to juicy, fresh
fruit.

Bars
After exploring incredible destinations on shore, return to Golden
Horizon for a drink in one of the fabulous venues onboard. Our bars are
the perfect place to toast an amazing journey and our live entertainment
will help you make treasured memories at sea.

Horizon Bar

Piano Bar

Sit outside on the deck with a glass of wine at Horizon

Inside, the Piano Bar offers an elegant place to

Bar, which has a relaxed atmosphere throughout the

unwind while listening to our live pianist. It’s here

day. At night, our resident live performers will take to

where you can enjoy a variety of talks from our

the stage and you might find yourself dancing into the

onboard experts, or a quiz held by our excellent crew.

Quarterdeck Bar
If you want to plan a special event or
private party for your family and friends,
we can open up the Quarterdeck Bar
just for you, on request - at the Captain's
discretion.

night at an open-air disco.

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Embrace the Ocean
Enjoy the freedom of our expansive upper deck and marina.

Our marina platform opening at the stern, sitting just above the water, is our gateway to the ocean. A great
space to relax, but also the hub for kayaking, paddleboarding, swimming and snorkelling.

Expect spontaneous stops in beautiful locations where you can take to the ocean on a sea bob, learn to
windsurf or embrace your inner child and test our floating island and over-water trampoline.

Boutique

Library

In the Boutique, you’ll find everything

The educational hub of our beautiful ship

from essentials to high-end sunglasses,

is the Library, a serene space where you

binoculars and designer clothing.

can pick up a book to read about our next
destination, or while away a few hours

We also have our signature branded

playing a board game over coffee. Here,

collection for those desiring something to

you can also talk to the Voyage Director

take away as a memoir of their adventure

or our Destination Manager about your

with us.

upcoming adventures.

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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North Pacific Collection
From the city bustle and beaches of the Far East to the pristine wilderness
of Russia and Alaska, this collection takes you on an extraordinary
journey. Sailing from Kuala Lumpur to Singapore, Golden Horizon will
voyage to reef-fringed Indonesian islands and the hallowed temples and
lush rainforests of Brunei and Sarawak.

Next up, the Philippines enters the horizon with its white-sand beaches
and magnetic capital, Manila. Across the South China Sea, the verdant
island of Taiwan (where skyscrapers and night markets meet cloudshrouded mountains) is an enchanting stop before Japan unfurls its many
treasures.

Leaving the thrill of Tokyo and majestic Mount Fuji behind, the brooding
volcanic landscape of the Kamchatka Peninsula in far-east Russia
beckons. Crossing the Bering Sea, past old Soviet outposts, the epic
scenery and wildlife of Alaska come into view.

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Singapore and Island Indulgence
11 nights

29 Apr – 10 May 2022

From £2,199

Experience the urban thrills of Kuala Lumpur and Singapore before casting away to
snorkel from blissful island beaches and trek through the jungles of Sarawak.

Wonders of Malaysia
and the Philippines
10 May – 19 May 2022

9 nights

From £1,799

Discover dazzling palaces and temples in Brunei, get
up close to adorable orangutans in Malaysia and fall

Voyage Itinerary: 29 Apr – 10 May 2022

for the intoxicating flavours of the Philippines.

Day 1: Port Klang (Kuala Lumpur)
Day 2: Sailing
Day 3: Singapore
Day 4: Singapore
Day 5: Sailing
Day 6: Pulau Gentinguyut, Riau Archipelago
Day 7: Sailing

Voyage Itinerary: 10 May – 19 May 2022
Day 1: Muara (Brunei)

Day 6: Sailing

Day 2: Sailing

Day 7: Boracay

Day 3: Sandakan

Day 8: Coron

Day 4: Sailing

Day 9: Sailing

Day 5: Puerto Princesa

Day 10: Manila

Day 8: Serasan Is.
Day 9: Sailing
Day 10: Bintulu
Day 11: Sailing
Day 12: Muara

Welcome to Brunei, land of spectacular royal palaces,
luscious rainforests and beautiful temples. Start your journey
by touring this country’s beautiful natural wonders, such as
Ulu Temburong National Park where you can walk among the
treetops on a canopy walkway.
Once you’re on board, we’ll voyage onwards to Malaysia,

Our next destination is Pulau Gentinguyut in the Riau
Archipelago, situated between Singapore and Indonesia.
These low-lying isles offer superb beaches and strikingly
clear waters, perfect for snorkelling and swimming.
There’s more castaway-style adventure at Serasan Island,
After spending some time in Kuala Lumpur, a hub for

part of the Natuna Islands, where an incredibly long, soft-

shopping and spectacular Asian street food, you’ll step on-

sand beach is the perfect place to soak up the sunshine;

board our beautiful ship and we’ll set sail for Singapore. This

and in Sarawak, Malaysia, you’ll get an opportunity to visit

Southeast Asian city pulsates with exciting art and culture,

the lush Similajau National Park where jungle trails await.

and its towering skyscrapers and modern architecture are a

Miles of white-sand beaches make for a relaxing day out,

mesmerising sight – especially by night. Don’t miss a trip to

while a traditional Iban longhouse experience is for those

the Gardens by the Bay, where you can visit a cloudforest,

seeking a little local culture. We’ll end our trip in Muara,

see sculptures, or explore a grove of man-made ‘supertrees’

Brunei, where you can visit stunning mosques, explore

up to 50 metres tall, which are connected by a walkway

floating villages or simply enjoy some excellent tax-free

offering spectacular views over the Marina and bay beyond.

shopping .

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent

docking in Sandakan to visit Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation
Center. Opened in 1964, there are 43 square kilometres of
protected forest here, harbouring around 708 orangutans
swinging free.
Next up, we’ll sail to Palawan where you can disembark at
Puerto Princesa to get your first taste of Filipino food. Head
out to the region’s stunning white-sand beaches, or explore
the underground river that flows through Sabang. On
beautiful Boracay, you’ll be spoilt for choice for white-sand
beaches for sunbathing and snorkelling in the gloriously clear
waters, and on Coron Island you can relax in hot springs or
visit the stunning Twin Lagoons.

This leg of the journey comes to an end in Manila, the
sprawling capital of the Philippines, where skyscrapers reach
up into the misty sky and there’s endless sightseeing to keep
you busy.

27
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Philippines and Taiwan Treasures
8 nights

19 May – 27 May 2022

Highlights of South Japan

From £1,699

27 May – 11 Jun 2022

15 nights

From £3,749

Uncover the age-old charm of Manila, island hop around the idyllic

Explore Japan’s pretty Okinawa islands, moving war memorials and

Hundred Islands archipelago and tuck into Taiwan’s tasty street food.

endlessly fascinating culture on this captivating tall ship voyage.

Voyage Itinerary: 27 May – 11 Jun 2022

Voyage Itinerary: 19 May – 27 May 2022

Day 1: Keelung (Taipei)

Day 7: Nagasaki

Day 13: Sailing

Day 2: Sailing

Day 8: Sailing

Day 14: Shimizu

Day 3: Hirara

Day 9: Hiroshima

Day 15: Sailing

Day 4: Sailing

Day 10: Sailing

Day 16: Tokyo (Japan)

Day 5: Naha

Day 11: Kobe

Day 6: Sailing

Day 12: Kobe

Spend a day or two exploring Taiwan’s vibrant

While we overnight in Kobe, one of Japan’s most

capital, where street food and skyscrapers come

attractive cities, there’s an opportunity to visit the

together in an intoxicating combination. We’ll set sail

compelling Earthquake Museum, or take an excursion

in the evening and spend a day at sea, then arrive in

to pretty Kyoto, where traditional teahouses and

Okinawa where we’ll explore the island of Hirara,

atmospheric temples offer a glimpse of uniquely

Day 1: Manila (Philippines)

Day 4: Batan Island

Day 7: Sailing

Day 2: Hundred Islands

Day 5: Sailing

Day 8: Hualien

where pristine beaches lapped by the azure ocean

Japanese culture.

Day 3: Sailing

Day 6: Kaohsiung

Day 9: Keelung (Taipei)

await. In Naha, visit the Himeyuri Peace Museum and

We’ll sail on to Shimizu, where you can explore

Peace Memorial Museum to learn about the Battle of

Shizuoka city or take a day trip to Hakone and

Okinawa.

the majestic Mount Fuji. We end our adventure in

Welcome to Manila – a thriving metropolis, where

over the vast South China Sea. After a day at sea, we’ll

towering skyscrapers lord over the city’s historic sights.

arrive in Taiwan at the port city of Kaohsiung. Don’t

Before boarding our beautiful tall ship, you can tour 16th-

miss the striking Dragon and Tiger Pagodas, and be

century churches and see centuries-old Spanish forts, or

sure to taste some Taiwanese specialities like noodles,

go street food tasting for a flavour of Filipino food.

dumplings and the infamous stinky tofu.

Tokyo, where all of Japanese culture – the
After a day at sea we’ll arrive at Nagasaki, a city

traditional and modern – comes together in a chaotic

synonymous with tragedy. Spend time at the Atomic

and intoxicating fashion.

Bomb Museum and Peace Park to learn about
the World War II Allied nuclear attack.Next up is

We’ll set sail in the evening, waving goodbye to the
bright lights of the big city, and wake to the idyllic

Golden Horizon will sail onto Hualien City on the east

Hundred Islands archipelago. We’ll cruise around the

coast of this island nation, where you can strike out to

stunning national park with its small, green isles, and

visit the stunning Taroko Gorge, carved into rocks by the

then finally step ashore at Quezon Island for swimming,

azure Liwu River. Finally, our cruise ends in Taipei – the

snorkelling and a day at the beach.

Taiwanese capital – where skyscrapers, street food and

Hiroshima, a thriving community with a difficult past
that’s memorialised with another poignant
Peace Park.

sensational shopping await; or you can visit tropical
After time in paradise, we’ll sail to Batan Island where

Miyakojima island for a day on the soft, white sand

you can walk over the mesmerising Vayang Rolling Hills
or visit the lonely Tayid Lighthouse, which looks out

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Russia and Alaska
Expedition
24 Jun – 11 Jul 2022

18 nights

From £3,349

Explore the wilderness, wildlife and war history of
Russia’s remote islands and Kamchatka Peninsula
on the way to incredible Alaska.

Voyage Itinerary: 24 Jun – 11 Jul 2022

Contrasts of Japan
13 nights

11 Jun – 24 Jun 2022

From £3,199

Skyscrapers, sushi, Shinto shrines, spiritual mountains and the
Trans-Siberian Railway combine on this extraordinary journey.

Day 1: Otaru (Japan)

Day 11: Sailing

Day 2: Korsakov

Day 12: Kuluk bay, Adak Is.

Day 3: Sailing

Day 13: Sailing

Day 4: Tyuleniy Is.

Day 14: Dutch harbor,

Day 5: Sailing
Day 6: Onekotan Is.
Day 7: Atlasov Is.

Voyage Itinerary: 11 Jun – 24 Jun 2022

Day 8: Petropavlosky

Day 1: Tokyo (Japan)

Day 6: Kushiro

Day 11: Sailing

Day 2: Sailing

Day 7: Tomakomai

Day 12: Vladivostok

Day 3: Oarai

Day 8: Tomakomai

Day 13: Sailing

Day 4: Sendai

Day 9: Aomori

Day 14: Otaru (Japan)

Day 5: Sailing

Day 10: Hakodate

Day 9: Cross International
Date Line

Unalaska Is.
Day 15: Sailing
Day 16: Sailing
Day 17: Kodiak
Day 18: Sailing
Day 19: Seward (Alaska)

Day 10: Navy town, Attu
station

Join this Russian-American odyssey in Otaru, where we set sail towards
Sakhalin Island. Get a history lesson as you tour Victory Square and
Glory Square, both dedicated to Russia’s efforts during World War II.

Tokyo is like nowhere else on Earth, and what a place

deer, sea eagles and elegant Japanese cranes thrive

Our next stop is a trio of islands - Tyuleniy, Onekotan and Atlasov, join

to begin this unforgettable journey. A spellbinding mix

within the wetlands. Sailing westward, we cruise

your destination specialist in search of the unique northern fur seal and

of modern architecture and technology sits alongside

along the Hokkaido coast to Tomakomai, a city famed

enjoy incredible volcanic landscapes. As we cross the International

traditional markets and tiny restaurants in tightly-

for its paper production. From here, explore a historic

Date Line, you’ll arrive at Petropavlovsky – the gateway to the active

packed alleyways. Leaving Tokyo, we spend the day

village or head to the cosmopolitan city of Sapporo.

volcanoes and geysers of the Kamchatka Peninsula, where one of Russia’s

at sea before we reach Oarai, a coastal city that acts
as the jumping-off point for tours to the stunning fourdrop, 120-metre-high Fukuroda Falls. The next day,
we’ll cruise through Matsushima – one of the most
scenic places in Japan with over 260 small islands.

Our next stop is a wildlife lover’s dream: where guests
can take the opportunity to visit Kushiro Marsh, where

Tradewind Voyages
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indigenous populations, the Koryak people, still live.
Our next destination is Aomori, home of a 70-foottall Buddha and the Shirakami Mountains. Then

Edging into the United States, we’ll stop off at Adak Island in Alaska

to Hakodate, where you can admire views of the

– a former Cold War military base that’s now eerily abandoned –

harbour from the top of its mountain. A day at

and then spend a day at sea before reaching Dutch Harbour. Here,

sea takes us to Russia, where guests can take the

uncover more World War II history at concrete bunkers and former gun

opportunity to ride part of the Trans-Siberian Railway,

emplacements, then strike out into the gorgeous Alaskan wilderness.

and back to Japan to end our journey in Otaru.

Our tall ship will sail for two days through to Kodiak, admiring the

To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent

Aleutian chain and Alaskan Peninsula where guests could spot
brown bears, bald eagles and whales, before we finish this leg of the
adventure in Seward.
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Shore Excursions:
North Pacific Collection

Wonders of Malaysia and the
Philippines
Sail to Sandakan, a gateway to the rainforests of Sabah, then meet
Borneo’s endangered apes at Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation
Centre. At this refuge in the 4300-hectare Kabili-Sepilok Forest
Reserve, you can see one of the rarest primates in the world up
close in its natural environment. For a snapshot of Bornean life,
visit the local market where fish is delivered fresh from boats at the
pier, and where stalls are stacked with tropical fruits like durian and
jackfruit, plucked from nearby orchards.
Our journey continues to the islands of the Philippines where
you can soak up the rays in true desert-island style. Palawan’s
Puerto Princesa Subterranean National Park is another natural
wonder; a place where you can glide by canoe through caverns
and chambers full of stalagmites and stalactites. When we reach
Boracay, take the opportunity to deservedly relax on world-famous
white-sand beaches.
Coron Island has plenty of beauty, courtesy of lagoons, coral reefs
and lakes. Swimmers should head to its Twin Lagoon, a picturesque
bathing spot that has been Instagrammed all over the world, or
enjoy an invigorating soak in the Maquinit Hot Spring – one of

Singapore and Island Indulgence
Singapore is our first port of call. With two full days here, you
have lots of time to explore this futuristic metropolis. Visit bustling
neighborhoods with luxury malls, markets and street food
stalls. Wander through UNESCO-listed botanic gardens to see
thousands of orchids, then watch the giant Supertrees twinkle and
sparkle during the nighttime show at Gardens by the Bay.
Between adventures, enjoy the varied food scene, which mixes
up Chinese, Indonesian, Indian and Malaysian cuisine. Sipping a
Singapore Sling where it was first created, at the Raffles Hotel, is
the perfect way to round off your visit.

Earth’s few saltwater thermal springs.

Philippines and Taiwan Treasures
We’ll sail first to the Hundred Islands archipelago, within the
Philippines. It is a truly spectacular, unique sight: 123 (despite the
name) forest-topped islands dotted around an azure sea. Step
ashore on Quezon Island for swimming and snorkelling right from
the beach.
The far-flung Batanes archipelago is up next, home to aweinspiring wild beauty. Join an outing to North and South Batan,
being sure to bring your camera, and walk among brilliant green

When we anchor in Bintulu in Sarawak, take a trip to Similajau

hills, on shores alive with crashing surf, and along cliff tops past

National Park. This wild stretch of coastline offers dense jungle,

lonely lighthouses.

deserted beaches and hiking trails through rainforest and
mangroves. You also have the option to discover indigenous
Sarawak culture while touring a tribal longhouse. Learn about the
unique design of these communal buildings, and watch the local
Iban people perform their warrior and maiden dances. You’re
sure to be offered a glass of tuak rice wine, a traditional (and
potent) firewater.

Upon reaching Taiwan, you can spend the day in the port city
of Kaohsiung. At its Dragon and Tiger Pagodas, one entrance
is shaped like a dragon and the other like a tiger. According to
folklore, you should enter through the dragon’s mouth and leave
through the mouth of the tiger to rid yourself of bad luck.
You can also discover the art of Taiwanese oil-paper umbrella
making – a painstaking process where intricate bamboo frames
are assembled, covered with handmade paper and hand-painted
with flowers and nature scenes. Often given as wedding gifts, the
umbrellas make great souvenirs.
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Highlights of South Japan

Russia and Alaska Expedition

Let’s explore the Japanese prefecture of Okinawa, and first the

Once we arrive in Korsakov, get acquainted with Sakhalin island’s

beaches, warm turquoise waters and coral reefs of Miyakojima.

turbulent history on a tour of city landmarks – or experience the

In Okinawa City, you can visit the Peace Memorial Museum,

quiet beauty of nearby Tunaicha Lake by kayak. Next up, sail by

which tells the story of the infamous and deadly Second World

the Kuril Islands - a paradise for wildlife lovers where you could

War battle fought here, or try out karate, the legendary Japanese
martial art which has its origins in this region.

find colonies of northern fur seals, nesting guillemots, puffins,
great auklets and kittiwakes on all three. Some of the world’s most

Continue to the southerly island of Kyushu to delve deeper into

dramatic landscapes are also present here. On the isle of Onekotan

Japan’s modern history. Tour Nagasaki’s Atomic Bomb Museum

we’ll see the Krenitsyn volcano, a true marvel which rises up almost

and Peace Park with a local guide. Hiroshima also has a world-

a thousand feet from the centre of a crater lake.

renowned Peace Memorial Park, one where millions of brightlycoloured origami cranes are left as peace offerings. On a brewery

In the city of Petropavlovsk, it’s possible to trace the journeys of

excursion you’ll then have a chance to try some variations of

intrepid 19th-century explorers. There’s also a chance to take a

Japanese sake.

trip to the Kamchatka Peninsula, a geological wonder of immense

Our next stops in Kobe and Kyoto give you time to explore Japan’s
cuisine, temples and traditions. At Shimizu, take in views of Mount
Fuji and learn about tea culture during a plant-picking excursion
and tea ceremony.

active volcanoes, bubbling geysers and steaming fumaroles. Or
you might visit an indigenous Koryak village to learn about those
Kuril Islands’ very first inhabitants.
On remote Attu, Adak and Unalaska, discover the story of the
Aleutian Campaign – the only Second World War land battle fought
on United States territory. Our final port of call is Kodiak, where you
can seek out the famous Kodiak brown bear during a hike.

Contrasts of Japan
Our first port of call is Ōarai, a coastal city from which you can
visit the magnificent four-tiered Fukuroda waterfall – rightly one
of the most famous in Japan. In Chinese mythology, cranes are
said to bring luck and longevity; when you reach Kushiro, you’ll
get to see them in their natural habitat at a Japanese Crane
Reserve. Alternatively, take a trip to Lake Akan to see a natural
phenomenon called marimo: large green balls of algae found in
only a handful of lakes worldwide.
At Itsukushima Shrine, watch a Kagura ritual – a theatrical,
1,500-year-old dance performed to summon Shinto deities –
before donning a kimono and sampling some Japanese teas.
In serene Aomori, you can follow hiking trails lined by giant
wingnut and Japanese beech trees in the Shirakami Mountains.
Over at Hakodate, ride an aerial lift high above the city for one
of Japan’s top views; or conclude a hike around volcanic Onuma
Quasi-National Park by soaking in an onsen hot spring. This leg
of the voyage ends in Vladivostok in the Russian Far East, where a
once-in-a-lifetime trip on the world’s greatest railway, the Trans
Siberian Express, awaits.
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West Coast Americas Collection
Like explorers of the past, it’s time for an epic adventure. Golden Horizon
charts a route south from Seward through the rugged wilderness of Alaska
to Chile.

After sighting giant glaciers, icy fjords and, hopefully, whales and bears,
mother nature continues to astound as our tall ship travels along Canada’s
wild west coast to Vancouver Island. The scenic waterfront cities of Seattle
and San Francisco keep the wows coming as we sail past California’s sunkissed shores, exploring the laid-back beaches of Catalina Island and buzzy
boardwalks of Los Angeles and San Diego.

Voyaging on, we enter Mexico’s balmy waters, stopping at Cabo San Lucas
and Acapulco, before Guatemala and Nicaragua. Dreamy bays, dive sites
and wildlife encounters abound as we explore Costa Rica, Panama and
Ecuador. Continuing along the Pacific coastline, we’ll be greeted by the
ancient wonders and diverse landscapes of Peru and Chile.
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Alaska: Into The Wilderness
17 nights

11 Jul – 28 Jul 2022

From £3,999

Be amazed by the scale and beauty of Alaska, as you voyage past glistening glaciers,
search for humpback whales and hike into untouched forest.

USA West Coast
Wonders
28 Jul – 10 Aug 2022

13 nights

From £3,549

See the west coast in style, from the unspoilt beauty of
Vancouver Island to the dizzying sights of Seattle, San

Voyage Itinerary: 11 Jul – 28 Jul 2022

Francisco and Los Angeles and surf beaches of So-Cal.

Day 1: Seward (Alaska)
Day 2: Scenic Sailing - College Fjord
Day 3: Cordova

Voyage Itinerary: 28 Jul – 10 Aug 2022
Day 1: Victoria

Day 9: Sailing

Day 4: Sailing

(Vancouver Island)

Day 5: Scenic Sailing - Icy Bay

Day 2: Seattle

Channel Is.

Day 6: Scenic Sailing - Hubbard Glacier

Day 3: Sailing

Day 11: Long Beach/Los

Day 7: Icy Strait Point

Day 4: Astoria

Day 8: Haines

Day 5: Sailing

Day 9: Scenic Sailing - Tracy Arm

Day 6: Eureka

Day 10: Petersburg

Day 7: Sailing

Day 11: Juneau

Day 8: San Francisco

Day 10: Santa Rosa,

Angles
Day 12: Avalon,
Catalina Island
Day 13: Catalina Island
Day 14: San Diego

Day 12: Sailing
Day 13: Wrangell

Seward is Alaska’s southern gateway to the wilderness,
so we’ll set sail from here for a full day of scenic cruising
through College Fjord - offering a glimpse of hulking
glaciers and spectacular wildlife. We then dock at
Cordova where incredible hikes through the rainforest
and around the Copper River delta await. After a

We begin our voyage in the evening, setting sail for Seattle

Day 14: Ketchikan

where you’ll love views from its futuristic Space Needle

Day 15: Prince Rupert

and enjoy thousands of acres of parkland nearby. A day

Day 16: Sailing the inside passage

at sea takes us to Astoria, where you can climb the famous
column for views of the mouth of the Columbia River. At

Day 17: Sailing

Eureka, you can enjoy the waterfront esplanade with views

Day 18: Victoria (Vancouver Island)

of Humboldt Bay and visit Redwoods National Park to
explore the Avenue of the Giants.

concentration of these marine mammals.

Next stop is San Francisco, the Golden Gate City where

day at sea, we’ll enjoy a day of scenic sailing around

Explore the world’s largest temperate rainforest

you can photograph views of that world- famous bridge;

Icy Bay, heading towards the Hubbard Glacier – the

in Wrangell, as well as mountains and gorgeous,

then onto Santa Rosa Island, the largest of California’s

largest tidewater glacier in North America. Stopping at

uninhabited islands, and learn about indigenous

Channel Islands. In Los Angeles, visit the RMS Queen Mary

remote Icy Strait Point, adventure and wilderness await

totem poles in Ketchikan. We then sail the incredible

– a retired ocean liner turned museum ship – or make your

on land; and, in Haines, you can enjoy kayaking and

Inside Passage, passing snow-capped mountains and

way to Hollywood and find your favourite celebrities on

hiking, or simply learn about local culture at museums

enormous glaciers, before concluding this leg of the

the Walk of Fame.

and galleries.We then sail through Tracy Arm fjord, stop

journey at Canada’s Vancouver Island, where there are

in humpback whale feeding ground, Petersburg, and

land- based adventures aplenty

voyage to Alaska’s capital, Juneau, known for its large

Heading south, we’ll overnight on Santa Catalina Island
to enjoy its sparkling white-sand beaches before docking
in San Diego to finish the voyage with some southern
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Colours of the Mexican Coast
9 nights

10 Aug – 19 Aug 2022

Central America Explorer

From £2,099

19 Aug – 01 Sep 2022

13 nights

From £2,549

Discover Mexico’s charms, from its dazzling seascapes and jungle-clad

See centuries-old fortresses in Mexico before uncovering Mayan villages in

mountains to cobbled old towns and glamorous beach resorts.

Guatemala, surf-kissed beaches in Nicaragua and rare wildlife in Costa Rica.

Voyage Itinerary: 19 Aug – 01 Sep 2022
Day 1: Acapulco (Mexico)

Day 6: Acajutla (El

Day 11: Playa Flamingo

Salvador)

(Costa Rica)

(Mexico)

Day 7: Sailing

Day 12: Herradura

Day 3: La Crucecita

Day 8: Corinto

[Huatulco] (Mexico)

(Nicaragua)

Day 4: Sailing

Day 9: San Juan del Sur

Day 2: Playa Zapotengo,

Day 5: Puerto Quetzal
(Guatemala)

(Nicaragua)
Day 10: Playa Del Coco

(Costa Rica)
Day 13: Tortuga Island
(Costa Rica)
Day 14: Puerto Caldera
(Costa Rica)

(Costa Rica)

Voyage Itinerary: 10 Aug – 19 Aug 2022

We begin our journey in Acapulco, one of Mexico’s

while in Nicaragua, day trips to the pretty UNESCO

most stylish coastal resorts where stars of the past

city of Leon will delight.

Day 1: San Diego

Day 5: Cabo San Lucas

Day 9: Sailing

Day 2: Ensenada

Day 6: Sailing

Day 10: Acapulco

17th-century fortress and don’t miss the world-class

We’ll visit the San Juan del Sur, a former fishing

Day 3: Sailing

Day 7: Puerto Vallarta

(Mexico)

botanical gardens. In the evening, we set sail for

village that’s famous today for its gorgeous sandy

Day 4: Sailing

Day 8: Manzanillo

quieter shores and dock at Playa Zapotengo, where

beach, fantastic seafood and surfer lifestyle. If you

a long sandy beach is backed by a lush lagoon with

love nature, a highlight will be a visit to Palo Verde

floating water lilies and beautiful birdlife.

National Park in Costa Rica to spot the country’s most

once partied, and rocky coves await. Explore a

Welcome to Southern California – the sunny, laidback

cliffs and sea arches just beyond the shore.

Next, we visit Huatulco for more beach time, before

attractive bird, the resplendent quetzal.

corner of the USA where margaritas and Mexican

Next up, Golden Horizon will sail to Puerto Vallarta to

a day at sea bound for the Port of San Jose in

There’s more beach time at Tortuga Island, as well

food will get you in the holiday spirit. San Diego is a

enjoy yet more dazzling sands. Shop in the city’s quirky

Guatemala. Here, you can explore Puerto Quetzal’s

as hiking opportunities, before this leg of the voyage

riveting city and the perfect beginning to this vibrant

boutiques, treat yourself to lunch in a top-end restaurant

craft market or take an excursion to Antigua, the

ends in Puerto Caldera.

voyage. We set sail for Mexico in the evening, arriving

and don’t miss its attractive UNESCO-listed Old Town

former capital. Sailing into El Salvador, coffee tastings

at Ensenada on the Pacific Coast. Here, stroll the

with cobbled streets and brightly-painted houses.

and Mayan villages await in Acajutla,

Malecón promenade along the waterfront and spend
some time on the beach.

In Manzanillo, we’ll get a history lesson: this port city
dates back to the Spanish conquest. But beyond its

We’ll cruise for two nights at sea, offering you the

urban centre, you can explore jungle-clad mountains

opportunity to make the most of our gorgeous tall

or off-shore snorkelling and diving. We finish in

ship and life on the ocean waves. We’ll arrive in Cabo

Acapulco, Mexico’s glitzy party town where the likes of

San Lucas early in the morning for more beach time,

Elvis and Frank Sinatra came to let loose.

plenty of watersports and views of the dramatic stone
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Peru and Chile:
Inca Infusion
17 Sep – 04 Oct 2022

17 nights

From £3,849

Explore vibrant cities and ancient Incan citadels in
Peru and be astounded by the diverse and dramatic
landscapes of Chile.

Wild Costa Rica and Panama's Islands
16 nights

01 Sep – 17 Sep 2022

From £3,199

Encounter some of the world’s most extraordinary creatures in the protected jungles and
waters of Costa Rica, Panama and Ecuador, before embracing blissed-out beach days.

Voyage Itinerary: 01 Sep – 17 Sep 2022

Voyage Itinerary: 17 Sep – 04 Oct 2022
Day 1: Guayaquil

Day 10: Sailing

Day 2: Sailing

Day 11: Iquique

Day 3: Salaverry

Day 12: Sailing

Day 4: Sailing

Day 13: Antofagasta

Day 5: Callao (For Lima)

Day 14: Antofagasta

Day 6: Callao (For Lima)

Day 15: Sailing

Day 7: Paracas

Day 16: Coquimbo

Day 1: Puerto Caldera

Day 7: Isla Coiba

Day 12: Isla Iguana

Day 8: Sailing

Day 17: Sailing

Day 2: Sailing

Day 8: Sailing

Day 13: Sailing

Day 9: Matarani

Day 16: Valparaiso

Day 3: Quepos, Marina

Day 9: Tobaga

Day 14: Sailing

Day 10: Fuerte Amador

Day 15: Manta

Pez Vela
Day 4: Bahia Drake Bay

(For Panama City)

Day 5: Golfito Port

Day 11: Pearl Islands

Day 16: Sailing
Day 17: Guayaquil

Day 6: Isla Parida

Golden Horizon will depart Ecuador to dock at Salaverry in
northern Peru. This is the jumping-off point for exploring the
archaeological excavations of Trujillo and the chance to gain an
insight into the Chimú kingdom. Our next stop is Lima. With an
overnight here, there’s ample time to enjoy the city’s incredible

Starting in Puerto Caldera, we’ll make our way south

hundreds of forested islands.

to the banana-exporting town of Quepos, where the
rainforest of Manuel Antonio National Park awaits. Look
out for squirrel monkeys and hear the call of the noisy
howler monkeys as you walk through the dense forest.
Our next stop is the bay of Bahia Drake, where

also possible to head up into the Andes for a once-in-a-lifetime

We then sail onto Isla Coiba to see white-faced

overnight visit to Machu Picchu, a 15th-century Inca citadel

monkeys, and then to Toboga Island – the “island of

among precipitous mountains.

flowers” – for spectacular hikes and beach time. See
ships pass through the Panama Canal from mainland
Amador, and enjoy a day trip to historic Panama City.

excursions to Corcovado National Park offer the

dining scene and tour its UNESCO-listed historic centre. It’s

We then sail on to Pisco, famous for its grape brandy and
much-loved cocktail, the Pisco sour. Here, explore the Ballestas
Islands for the chance to spot sea lions and Peruvian boobies.

chance to see scarlet macaws, tapirs and – if you’re

We’ll cruise to more idyllic islands for beach days and

lucky – jaguars in its 42,000 hectares of wilderness.

At Matarani, disembark and head out towards Arequipa for

spectacular snorkelling in the glorious Pacific waters

Sailing into Panamanian waters, we’ll visit the islands

city exploration in the shadow of the snow-capped El Misti

and, after two days at sea, we’ll reach Ecuador.

of the Chiriqui National Marine Park.

volcano. Once we cross into Chile, you can explore the 19th-

Here, you can explore bustling Manta, get active

century mining town of Iquique or visit the Pintados Geoglyphs

in Machalilla National Park or see the enchanting

in the mountains. While we overnight in Antofagasta, there will

wildlife of Pacoche Wildlife Reserve.

be an opportunity for stargazing in the arid Atacama Desert.

Humpback whales and dolphins swim in the sparkling
water and monkeys swing from the trees on the
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Shore Excursions:

USA West Coast Wonders

West Coast Americas Collection

Sail to Seattle and see the sights, including the futuristic Space
Needle. Enjoy a tasting tour at a top boutique winery or, with the
Cascade Mountains on the doorstep, use your time for a scenic hike.
Talking of which, we’ll come ashore at Astoria for walks along the
rugged Pacific Northwest coastline. Then, when you reach Eureka,
it’s easy to visit the Redwoods National & State Parks and be
dwarfed by towering trees in one of the great forests of the world.
Golden Horizon’s next port of call is San Francisco, where city tours
frequent her part-namesakes: you’ll walk Golden Gate Park before
seeing the Golden Gate Bridge up close and personal. Equally, you
might prefer to seek out the best dim sum in the alleys of Chinatown,
hop on the ferry to tour the famous prison of Alcatraz or try some
typical Californian wines in Napa Valley.
Long Beach has the iconic city of Los Angeles on its doorstep. Soak
up all La-La-Land’s glitz and glamour on the Walk of Fame, then
hike up to the hillside Hollywood sign for the cinematic selfie. On
close-by Catalina Island, an off-road adventure represents a fun
way to explore mountains, canyons and deserts, or you can simply

Alaska: Into The Wilderness

hit the beach and chill out like a local ‘Angelino’.

Keep your eyes peeled for eagles, bears and whales as
Golden Horizon charts a path to College Fjord in Prince
William Sound. Close to Cordova, you can hike through
temperate rainforest to take in views of the Copper River

Golden Horizon sails for Ensenada on the Baja Peninsula, where

Delta, a vast, 50-mile-wide wetland home to huge

you’ll find an attractive waterfront promenade and museums

populations of shorebirds. And from Haines, follow trails in

documenting local history. This is wine country, too, so consider

Chilkoot Lake State Park for epic panoramas of the Alaskan

investing in local vintages. The sophisticated resort town of Cabo

wilderness. Near Petersburg, see evidence of 2000-year-

San Lucas is our subsequent stop, promising watersports, beaches

old Tlingit culture during a ramble through more rainforest,

and celeb-spotting. And foodie fascination: you can learn all about

or you could hunt for garnets while touring a local gem mine.

tortillas, which have been used in Mexican cuisine for 7000 years,

In Juneau, there’s the chance to take a whale-watching trip
to look for pods of humpbacks and orcas, plus sea lions,
harbor seals and porpoises. With a guide, you can also get

44

too much like hard work, while away the hours at Playa del Amor –
a lovely golden-sand shore with towering rock formations.
Next, hit up the restaurants, bars and beaches of the resort town of

glaciers visitable on foot.

Puerto Vallarta, with seafood and margaritas a constant presence.

the Stikine River will take you to Shakes Lake, where the

|

and feast on burritos, enchiladas and local tequilas. If that sounds

up close to Mendenhall Glacier, one of only a few Alaskan

When we reach Wrangell, an exhilarating jet-boat ride up

Tradewind Voyages

Colours of the Mexican Coast

Find out how to create the perfect Mexican lunch, or join a river
safari into mangrove forests to see crocodiles and exotic birdlife.

vessel will navigate through huge chunks of ice to get right

Manzanillo’s twin bays are lined with more beaches. Some are

next to another glacier. Ketchikan offers a chance to admire

secluded, and others are busy with waterfront bars and superb

the world’s largest collection of Native American totem

seafood restaurants. With a coral reef and shipwreck just offshore,

poles; and, on a guided walk through the Tongass National

this is also a fantastic place to swim, snorkel or dive. Half-day

Forest, you might be lucky enough to spot Alaskan black

angling trips are available too in this established sport-fishing

bears fishing for salmon.

destination.
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Central America Explorer

Peru and Chile: Inca Infusion

When we arrive at Huatulco you can visit the community of La

Near Salaverry, see ruins of ancient kingdoms that predated

Crucecita, where handicraft shops and restaurants surround a

the Incas, including the Chan Chan citadel and Temples of

pretty square. Also well worth a stop is La Crucecita’s church:

the Sun and Moon. When we dock at Callao, you’ll have

among interiors covered in modern murals, you’ll find a huge,

time to fit in a trip to Lima, exploring its UNESCO-listed

sprawling painting of the Virgin of Guadalupe.

architecture – or to take an overnight trip to the remarkable

Now in Guatemala, it’s fun to rummage around Puerto

site of Machu Picchu.

Quetzal’s market for textiles and handmade jewellery or

In Pisco, visit vineyards and sample Peru’s world-famous

to take a trip to the colonial city of Antigua. From Corinto,

grape brandy. Golden Horizon then sails across to the

journey to the UNESCO-protected buildings and museums

uninhabited Ballestas Islands, where you should be able to

of left-wing Leon, a beautiful city usually at the centre of

spy sea lions, seals and colonies of seabirds. Back on the

Nicaragua’s 20th-century revolutions. Crammed with

mainland, fly over the Nazca Lines in the desert, ticking these

religious art masterpieces, its huge cathedral took more than

vast geoglyphs off your bucket list; and admire Arequipa,

a hundred years to build.

or the ‘White City’ – so-called for its beautiful buildings built

Golden Horizon docks next in San Juan del Sur, where a

with volcanic sillar stone.

day-long Jeep adventure to Mombacho Volcano finishes

After we enter Chilean waters, a stop at Iquique lets you hit

with a hike through cloud forest. When we reach Costa

the shops or kick back with a mango sour. Our two-day stay

Rica, you’d be wise to relax on the gorgeous cove of Playa

in Antofagasta then means you can join an excursion into

Flamingo: a curve of white sand backed by mangrove

the moon-like Atacama Desert, with its salt flats, flamingo-

forests. Then, in Herradura, see crocodiles up close during

dotted lagoons and volcanoes, and spend the evening

a safari along the Tárcoles – which boasts one of the largest

stargazing.

croc populations of any global river. Our voyage ends on
paradise-like Tortuga Island, ringed by golden beaches with
a tropical interior ripe for trekking.

When we reach Coquimbo, hop in a motor boat to the
Humboldt Penguin Natural Reserve for, yes, penguin
colonies, plus dolphins and birds perched on rocky cliffs.

Wild Costa Rica and Panama's
Islands
A rainforest adventure in Manuel Antonio National Park means
the chance to spot squirrel monkeys and iguanas. Once we
reach Drake Bay, don’t miss a trip to gasp at Costa Rica’s crown
jewel, Corcovado National Park. This is a place of unrivalled
biodiversity, home to many exotic creatures including tapirs,
sloths and scarlet macaws. We’ll plough on to Panama. Isla
Parida is within the huge Chiriqui National Marine Park, full
of diving and snorkelling spots. Around the Azuero Peninsula,
Taboga Island is perfect for lunching in beach bars and soaking
up laidback vibes. Have another beach day in the Pearl Islands,
hundreds of uninhabited specks with pristine shores, or join a
snorkelling or fishing excursion. Our next port, Isla Iguana, offers
a chance to see rare birds and giant lizards.
When we dock at Manta, fashion fans should visit Montecristi
which – despite you now being in Ecuador – is actually the
birthplace of Panama hats. As you’ll discover, they can take
weavers three months to create. Nature-lovers might prefer to
hike in jungly Machalilla National Park, spotting more monkeys
and tropical birds such as toucans.
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South Pacific Collection
Cast away for a rare journey to remote islands, where captivating cultures and breathtaking
natural beauty seduce. As we voyage across the vast Pacific, we’ll visit rugged Robinson Crusoe
Island and Easter Island with its intriguing ancestral traditions. We’ll sail to the Pitcairn Islands
(settled by the mutineers of HMS Bounty) and venture on to paradisiacal French Polynesia. Beneath
the blue skies lie traditional villages and enticing waters, where whales and dolphins can often be
seen.

Scattered with uninhabited atolls and colourful reefs, the Cook Islands, Niue and Tonga sing their
siren songs as we sail on to the white sands and lush rainforests of Fiji. New Caledonia and Vanuatu
continue the allurement of the South Seas, before our remarkable adventure ends in the jungleclad outcrops and tranquil lagoons of the Solomon Islands.
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Explore Chile and Remote Islands
20 nights

04 Oct – 24 Oct 2022

Pearls of French Polynesia

£3,799

24 Oct – 31 Oct 2022

7 nights

From £1,799

Set sail across the Pacific Ocean to one of the most remote parts of the world,

Take a deep dive into Polynesian culture and

where far-flung islands, mysterious monoliths and ravishing beauty await.

underwater wonders as you sail around this coral
island-sprinkled paradise.

Voyage Itinerary: 04 Oct – 24 Oct 2022
Day 1: Valparaiso

Day 8: Sailing

Day 15: Adamstown

Day 2: Sailing

Day 9: Hanga Roa,

Day 16: Sailing

Day 3: San Juan

Easter Island

Bautista, Robinson

Day 10: Hanga Roa,

Crusoe Island

Easter Island

Day 4: Sailing

Day 11: Sailing

Day 5: Sailing

Day 12: Sailing

Day 6: Sailing

Day 13: Ducie Island

Day 7: Sailing

Day 14: Sailing

Day 17: Sailing
Day 18: Sailing
Day 19: Sailing
Day 20: Bora Bora,
Society Islands
Day 21: Papeete

Voyage Itinerary: 24 Oct – 31 Oct 2022
Day 1: Papeete
Day 2: Sailing
Day 3: Makatea Island,
Tuamotus
Day 4: Rangiroa, Atoll,
Tuamotus

Day 5: Fakarava Atoll,
Tuamotus
Day 6: Sailing
Day 7: Vairao, South
Tahiti, Society Islands
Day 8: Papeete

Delving deeper into French Polynesia’s wonders, we’ll
leave Tahiti and sail for the Tuamotu Archipelago,
stopping first at a geographical rarity: a raised coral
atoll. Providing a spectacular, 80-metre-high perimeter,
Makatea Island’s palm-topped cliffs loom over a

Our first stop is Robinson Crusoe Island, a white-sand

More wonders await on the four British-overseen

speck where Alexander Selkirk – thought to have

Pitcairn Islands, where those Bounty mutineers formed

part-inspired Daniel Defoe’s eponymous novel – was

a settlement. Tropicbirds and boobies hold sway

once marooned (hence the name). From there we’ll

on uninhabited atoll Ducie, while honey and woven

commence five days of uninterrupted sailing; a chance

pandanus baskets are produced amid the lush hillsides

Continuing northeast, we’ll next spend a day apiece at

to capitalise on Golden Horizon’s spa and wide-

of Pitcairn itself. Reaching French Polynesia, you can

two paradise-like lands where diving and snorkelling

ranging activity programme.

first relish dreamlike Bora Bora, where jungly peaks

is the stuff of sub-aqua legend. Ranking among Earth’s

guard sand-fringed motu (islets) that afford world-class

largest atolls, Rangiroa’s 415 isles and wispy sandbars

diving or snorkelling. Our final stop is vibrant Papeete, a

encircle a massive lagoon in whose iridescent blue waters

gateway city for 4x4 tours of Tahiti’s waterfall-studded

swim dolphins and whales. On the land above this natural

mountains – and, when we visit, boat trips to spot

aquarium are coral churches, boulangerie, black-pearl

humpback whales.

farms and even a winery offering tastings.

Then – land ahoy! – materialises Easter Island, rightly
famed for its mind-blowing moai: 900-odd giantheaded statues depicting medieval ancestors. An
overnight stop allows for full immersion into this remote,
UNESCO World Heritage isle, and perhaps a tour by
bike.

white-sand fringe and sacred sea caves festooned with
stalactites and stalagmites – some of which supposedly
bring luck if touched.

As for Fakarava, its rectangular reef (a UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve) and equally-transparent waters are
especially good at yielding encounters with lemon or
bizarre-looking hammerhead sharks, and the beaches are
again wondrous. Turning for home, we stop last on Tahiti
Iti (aka Le Presqu’île). Previously host to both Captain
Cook and Robert Louis Stevenson, it offers an authentic
dose of proper Tahitian culture courtesy of traditional
Polynesian villages.
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Polynesian Paradise
7 nights

31 Oct – 07 Nov 2022

Splendours of the South Pacific

From £2,049

07 Nov – 21 Nov 2022

13 nights

From £2,949

Picnic on deserted white sands, hike around emerald-green isles and

Have a real adventure in the Cook Islands, Tonga and Fiji: cycle around palm-fringed

glide beneath azure waves to revel in the romance of French Polynesia.

lagoons, meet isolated communities and experience incredible diving spots.

Voyage Itinerary: 07 Nov – 21 Nov 2022
Day 1: Papeete

Day 6: Palmerston Island

Day 2: Sailing

Day 7: Sailing

Day 3: Sailing

Day 8: Alofi

Day 4: Aitutaki

Day 9: Sailing

Day 5: Sailing

Day 10: Neiafu, Vava’u
Islands

Voyage Itinerary: 31 Oct – 07 Nov 2022
Day 1: Papeete
Day 2: Taha'a, Society
Islands
Day 3: Bora Bora, Society
Islands

Cross International Date
Line
Day 11: Sailing
Day 12: Sailing
Day 13: Levuka, Fiji
Day 14: Lautoka, Fiji

After two days crossing the South Seas in our square-

A day will vanish as Golden Horizon next crosses the

rigged ship, we’ll arrive at the Cook Islands. With 15

International Date Line, but compensation soon follows

sandy motus (islets) scattered across a green-blue

in the form of Levuka.

lagoon, Aitutaki is brochure- cover perfection; you
Day 4: Bora Bora, Society

Day 7: Moo’rea, Society

might choose to sunbathe below a coconut palm or

Providing our first taste of Fiji, this town on Ovalau was

Islands

Islands

meander about by bicycle.

the archipelago’s original capital; its multicoloured

Day 5: Raiatea, Society

Day 8: Papeete

Palmerston enjoys the same white sands but extra

Islands

isolation; just three friendly families reside here, all

Day 6: Huahine, Society

descended from a 19th-century Englishman. Little

Islands

more populous is the island country of Niue, its
rugged terrain providing hiking, kayaking and diving

Golden Horizon sails first for the turquoise waters of

crater and waterfalls; alternatively, stroll up a hill for

adventures. Over on Tonga’s vanilla-farming Vava'u

Taha'a for a day in tropical paradise. She then makes

far-reaching archipelago views or sample strange

Islands, grottos and wall dives once more seduce

the quick hop north to mystical Bora Bora, where

fruits at a traditional Polynesian market. Similarly

scuba fanatics – by visiting in November, we might

green flanks, sugar-white shores, sapphire seas and a

spellbinding is jungly Huahine: two picturesque isles

also encounter humpback whales.

barrier reef brimming with life are the magical norm.

where vanilla beans and bananas are farmed.

A two-day stay here means the scintillating scuba
diving or snorkelling can be combined with easy hikes.

British colonial buildings are a charming timewarp.
Beqa, a speck further south, is home to fire-walking
villagers, shaded waterfall hikes and, in beautiful Beqa
Lagoon, one of the Pacific’s great diving meccas. We’ll
finish on Fiji’s main isle, Viti Levu, at the sugar-cane port
of Lautoka, where tree-snagged streets intersect below
Mount Koroyanitu .

Before returning to Papeete, our last stop is Tahiti’s
heart-shaped little sister, Moo’rea. Here, eight
mountains soar above yet another transparent

We’ll journey onto lagoon-framed Raiatea, the

lagoon, around which you can snorkel, jet- ski or take

second largest of the Society Islands. From Uturoa,
Raiatea’s buzzy capital, you could embark on a quick

romantic picnics on deserted sandbars.

tour of this large isle’s bamboo forests, volcanic
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Vanuatu and the
Solomon Islands
28 Nov – 15 Dec 2022

17 nights

From £3,599

From the pristine sands and wreck dives of
Vanuatu to the tropical bounty of the littleexplored Solomon Islands, you’ll see some
unforgettable sights on this South Pacific passage.

Fiji's Idyllic Islands
7 nights

21 Nov – 28 Nov 2022

Voyage Itinerary: 28 Nov – 15 Dec 2022

From £1,699

Immerse yourself in Fiji’s beauty on a voyage around the gorgeous archipelago – dipping your toes
into its culture, pretty bays and relaxing in volcanic hot springs along the way.

Voyage Itinerary: 21 Nov – 28 Nov 2022
Day 1: Lautoka, Fiji

Day 4: Savasuva, Fiji

Day 6: Naviti Island, Fiji

Day 2: Nananu-I-Ra

Day 5: Yasawa Island,

Day 7: Malolo Island,

Island, Fiji

Fiji

Fiji

Day 3: Levuka, Fiji

Day 8: Lautoka, Fiji

Day 1: Lautoka, Fiji

Day 10: Sailing

Day 2: Sailing

Day 11: Santa Ana

Day 3: Sailing

Day 12: Honiara

Day 4: Maré Island

Day 13: Sailing

Day 5: Mystery Island

Day 14: Gizo

Day 6: Sailing

Day 15: Sailing

Day 7: Luganville

Day 16: Sailing

Day 8: Champagne Beach

Day 17: Sailing

Day 9: Sailing

Day 18: Cairns

Two days at sail give you the opportunity to make the most
of Golden Horizon’s spa and varied activity program, as we
voyage to Maré Island. This raised atoll is an eye-catching

Departing main island Viti Levu, we’ll set off to explore

From here, we’ll head for heaven on Earth – or rather

smaller wonders around Fiji’s 850-strong archipelago.

the Yasawa Islands, where Brooke Shields and co

Golden Horizon’s first stop is the especially-petite

filmed The Blue Lagoon. Bone-white shores, crystalline

Nananu-i-Ra, a speck chiefly famed for its offshore

waters and kaleidoscopic coral gardens are abundant

reefs and white-sand bays, plus a strong windsurfing

here, as you’ll have ample opportunity to discover

scene. Consider stretching your legs by walking its hills

while we drop anchor by both Yasawa itself and

and 200m-wide isthmus before we sail on to Ovalau,

Naviti.

and its port Levuka.

Further south, and just as joy-inducing, are the arcing

Fiji’s former capital feels pleasingly trapped in time

Mamanucas chain: about 20 reef-flecked wisps which

with photogenic candy-coloured buildings. On the

attract surfers, scuba divers, swimmers, sea turtles and

bigger isle of Vanua Levu, Savusavu is a picturesque,

schools of brilliant tropical fish. Beach-lined Malolo

personable town flanked by drooping palms,

Island will be our chosen base before the return

plantations and a turquoise bay; bubbling hot springs

voyage to leafy Lautoka.

betray the brooding ancient volcano below.
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vision of cliffs and thick forest. Near our docking point of
Tadine, you’ll also find the enormous Aquarium Naturel – a
transparent, fish-filled sunken rock pool .We’ll continue on to
Vanuatu for stops on minute Mystery Island and paradiselike Champagne Beach, where aquamarine waters earn
their name by bubbling like fine fizz. In between comes
a pause at Vanuatu’s small city Luganville, near to which
you can bathe in ‘blue hole’ caves or dive down to the SS
President Coolidge – a Second World War troopship.
More wartime history awaits in the Solomon Islands’
former battleground of Guadalcanal, along with botanical
gardens, while blissful Ghizo offers up bird-watching
adventures, fishing and snorkelling excursions. Via the
Solomon Sea, we’ll sail for another three days to the vibrant
Australian city of Cairns, gateway to both the Great Barrier

To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
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Shore Excursions:
South Pacific Collection

Pearls of French Polynesia
Northeast of Tahiti, Makatea is one of only a few raised
coral islands in the world, with miles of spectacular sea cliffs
rising up from beaches to a jungle-covered plateau. Swim
in secluded grottoes with caverns full of stalactites and
stalagmites or explore the island on the lookout for exotic
tropical birds.
On Fakarava, cycle along dirt roads to discover pink and
white sand beaches made of crushed coral and shells, and
sleepy villages with thatched bungalows nestled in palms.
The area is famous for its drift snorkelling and two deep
lagoon passes, making it an exceptional diving destination.
You can often see giant schools of sharks here, sometimes
hundreds in number.
Rangiroa has an ocean full of manta rays, turtles and
playful dolphins, making it one of the most stunning diving
destinations in the world. If you’d rather stay dry, make the
most of the underwater view on a glass-bottom boat tour. On
a visit to a pearl farm, you can see how Tahitian pearls are
grown, a painstaking process that can take up to four years.

Explore Chile and Remote Islands

You can also visit French Polynesia's sole vineyard, the only
place in the world where grapes are grown on a coral atoll.

On Robinson Crusoe Island, go off in search of indigenous
fur seals and beautiful threatened birds like the firecrown
hummingbird. You can also discover the island’s history of
buccaneers and pirates, and trek to the spot where marooned
sailor Alexander Selkirk hid and waited five years for passing
ships. Come lunch, seek out the renowned local rock lobsters
and golden crabs.
Next, Golden Horizon charts a course to Easter Island.
Uncover its history and culture of the island by visiting some of
its 900 wondrous moai – monumental monoliths resembling
human figures, with disproportionately large heads – and the
archaeological village of Orogo. The Pitcairn Islands rank
among the least-visited places on earth. Bumping up the
numbers, you can hike to Christian’s Cave, a supposed hiding
place of HMS Bounty mutineer Fletcher Christian.
Across the South Pacific in French Polynesia, Bora Bora is a
true tropical paradise in which you can snorkel through an
underwater world of manta rays, reef sharks and multicoloured
fish. Alternatively, get off the beaten path in the island’s interior
courtesy of a 4x4 adventure, bumping along dirt roads through
forests and plantations to mountain lookout points.
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Polynesian Paradise

Fiji's Idyllic Islands

Arrive on the island of Taha’a for a jam-packed day that

Relax and unwind on the beaches of Nananu-i-Ra, swimming in the

includes visiting a pearl farm, organic vanilla plantation and

island’s shallow lagoon or taking advantage of a windy coastline to

rum distillery, snorkelling in coral gardens and feeding sharks

windsurf, kitesurf or stand-up paddleboard. Our next stop is the island

during a boat trip. To the northwest, Bora Bora is a true tropical

of Ovalau and Levuka, Fiji’s original capital, many of its buildings

paradise in which you can snorkel through an underwater

unchanged since the 1800s. Meet residents and hear stories about the

world of manta rays, reef sharks and multicoloured fish, or

town’s past. If you’d prefer some countryside, venture to a village in the

simply relax on a beautiful beach. More active types may

centre of Ovalau’s extinct volcano and learn about herbal medicines

prefer to get off the beaten path in the island’s interior courtesy

and wild plants.

of a 4x4 adventure, bumping along dirt roads through forests
and plantations to mountain lookout points.

On Savusavu, hiking trails lead through shady rainforest to waterfalls
with natural pools in which one can swim. Back on the coast, thousands

On Raiatea, kayak along the winding Faaroa River through

of black lip pearl oysters in Savusavu Bay produce rare pearls

tropical jungle or take an entertaining open-top ‘truck bus’ trip

renowned for their beautiful hues. You can tour a floating pearl farm to

with a guide to learn about the French Polynesian people.

see the different stages of development – and buy some to take home.

During a 4x4 tour around Huahine, you’ll be introduced to

Yasawa Island brings a chance to visit a village where traditional crafts

the island’s trees and plants and taken to tropical rainforests,

such as basket-weaving are still undertaken today. Natural-wonder

its own vanilla plantations and sacred temples devoted to

fans can swim in the cool interior of a stalactite-filled cavern at the

Polynesian gods. Over on Moorea, an off-roading trip is the

Sawa-i Lau Caves. The larger isle of Naviti has excellent snorkelling

perfect way to see the island’s volcanic-crater heart. You

courtesy of large coral reefs busy with sea life, while Malolo, within

could also hike to see ancient marae temples, with views of the

the gorgeous Mamanuca Islands, offers numerous nautical adventures

lagoon an additional reward.

including stand-up paddleboarding, windsurfing, diving and
catamaran cruises.

Splendours of the South Pacific

Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands

Our voyage starts in the Cook Islands on Aitutaki, where you

Step ashore onto Maré Island and you’ll find yourself in paradise.

can snorkel with marine life, from giant clams and sea stars to

The white-sand beaches will draw you in, but you’ll make just

peculiar pufferfish. That’s in Aitutaki’s deep blue lagoon, one

as many memories during a stroll amid lush forests, a hike into

of the most beautiful in the world. Another option is to tour the

limestone caves or refreshing swims in natural, freshwater pools.

island above water, visiting sacred sites and absorbing how rare
trees and plants are utilised in traditional medicine.

Snorkelling is the highlight on Mystery Island, with the opportunity
to plunge into warm, crystalline waters to watch sea turtles and

Over on teeny-tiny Palmerston, take a guided walk accompanied

tropical fish flit about colourful corals. If underwater adventures

by the school children. You’ll see the church, which is the centre of

aren’t your bag, meet some of the local villagers to learn about

the community, and find out how the locals live on this especially

modern life on this remote isle.

remote, ultra-chilled island. All the while, look out for red-tailed
tropic birds, with their exotic crimson beak and tail.

When we stop at Honiara in Guadalcanal, it’s time for a Second
World War history tour. With relics in land and sea, you’ll get to

The islands of Alofi and Vavau both have stunning rocky

understand how the successful Allied military campaign slowly

coastlines with cliffs, caves and pools perfect for snorkelling. On

played out. There are also options to visit a cacao farm and indulge

Vavau, we can also discover the vanilla industry’s history and

your sweet tooth with chocolate tasting in a local sweetshop.

how the pods are produced during a plantation tour. Our next
stop is the island of Ovalau and Levuka, Fiji’s original capital,
many of its buildings unchanged since the 1800s. Meet residents
and hear stories about the town’s past. If you’d prefer some
countryside, venture to a village in the centre of Ovalau’s extinct
volcano and learn about herbal medicines and wild plants.
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Antipodean Summer Collection
Travel down the tropical coastline of Queensland in style aboard our tall ship,
Golden Horizon. Here, primeval rainforests tumble down to reef-fringed beaches
and idyllic isles lay strewn across the world-famous Great Barrier Reef. Edging
down the east coast of Australia – passing whales and surf beaches – we’ll enter
Sydney’s spectacular harbour before sailing past the bush-backed bone-white
sands of Jervis Bay. Experience multicultural Melbourne, home to a thriving food
scene and fabled sporting venues, before crossing the Bass Strait to Tasmania, an
impossibly beautiful island state home to wallabies and wombats.

From historic Hobart, our antipodean adventure takes us across the Tasman Sea
to New Zealand and the plunging falls and fiords of Milford Sound – a dramatic
introduction to New Zealand’s majestic landscapes. After penguin-spotting around
Stewart Island, it’s on to discover North Island's rich Maori culture, laid-back cities,
wineries, lush forests and secluded bays.
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East Coast
Australia Festivities
15 Dec – 06 Jan 2023

23 nights

From £4,449

Reefs, rainforests and ravishing surf beaches are the

Wild Wonders of Australia & New Zealand
06 Jan – 20 Jan 2023

15 nights

From £2,749

Haunting convict settlements, coastal wilderness and cutting-edge culture are just some of Tasmania’s
charms: it’s the perfect precursor for navigating around New Zealand’s majestic fiords and glaciers.

start of a memorable adventure Down Under - spot
koalas, sip wines and dine in Sydney’s hotspots.

Voyage Itinerary: 06 Jan – 20 Jan 2023
Day 1: Melbourne

Voyage Itinerary: 15 Dec 2022 – 06 Jan 2023

This voyage can be split. Sail with us for the
whole voyage, or a shorter 8 night adventure
from Cairns to Sydney, or a 14 night exploration
from Sydney to Melbourne.

Day 1: Cairns

Day 13: Eden

Day 2: Townsville

Day 14: Sailing

Day 3: Airlie Beach

Day 15: Darlington Bay

Day 4: Sailing

Day 16: Port Arthur

Day 5: Sailing

Day 17: Port Arthur

Day 6: Mooloolaba

Day 18: Hobart

Day 7: Sailing

Day 19: Hobart

Day 8: Newcastle

Day 20: Sailing

Day 9: Sydney

Day 21: Devonport

Day 10: Sydney

Day 22: Burnie

Day 11: Sailing

Day 23: Sailing

Day 12: Jervis Bay

Day 24: Melbourne

Day 2: Sailing
Day 3: Burnie
Day 4: Sailing
Day 5: Port Arthur
Day 6: Hobart
Day 7: Sailing
Day 8: Sailing
Day 9: Sailing
Day 10: Milford Sound - Scenic Sailing
Day 11: Scenic sailing of Fjordland
Day 12: Bluff
Day 13: Oban
Day 14: Port Chalmers (For Dunedin)

Should you wish to discuss a shorter voyage
please give our team a call on 0808 239 9289.

Day 15: Akaroa

Leaving Cairns in our wake, we’ll plot a course to buzzy
Townsville, where wreck dives, a koala sanctuary and an

Day 1: Lyttelton (For Christchurch)

excellent coral-reef aquarium vie for your attention. After
visiting Whitsunday and Sunshine Coast beach towns, we’ll dock
by cool Newcastle, a great place to try Hunter Valley wines.
Just south is Sydney; and an overnight stay here allows you
time to admire the iconic Harbour Bridge and jaw-dropping
Opera House, plus the Royal Botanic Gardens and celebrity-chef
restaurants. After celebrating Christmas Day at sea, we’ll admire
Jervis Bay’s beach, which is said to have the world’s whitest
sand; and then the sleepy town of Eden, its Killer Whale Museum
recounting how, incredibly, orcas once worked with whalers.
Then it’s time for Tasmania and first a pause on Maria Island to
meet wallabies and wombats. Overnight stops in Port Arthur
and Hobart enable trips to the world-class MONA gallery
and harbourside Salamanca food market. Devonport, with its
ancient Aboriginal rock carvings, and artisan Burnie will come
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next before we re-cross the Bass Strait, bound for the foodie
laneways and fabled sporting venues of Melbourne.

Bidding Melbourne farewell, we’ll cross the Bass Strait

Our next stop, oyster-producing Bluff, precedes the

to Tasmania, Australia’s giant island state. Having

southerly Stewart Island, where coastal hikes from

first explored creative Burnie, you’ll disembark at

Oban promise to thrill birdwatchers. Similarly, the

Port Arthur to explore its colossal 19th-century penal

elegant Victorian architecture of castle-crowned

settlement. Visit the world-class MONA art gallery

Dunedin immediately gives way to the Otago

in nearby Hobart, or try scallop pies and strawberry

Peninsula and its rare yellow-eyed penguin colonies.

pavlova at its waterside food market. After three

More unusual wildlife awaits back on the South

days at sea – time aplenty to investigate Golden

Island, with compact Hector’s dolphins found

Horizon’s spa and enjoy the activities onboard – we’ll

playing in French-flavoured Akaroa’s harbour. As

reach New Zealand ready to drift through glacier-

for Christchurch, our last stop, this young, innovative

carved, gasp- inducing Fiordland. In Milford Sound,

city can double as a gateway to thermal springs and

rainforest-covered mountains and wild waterfalls

hopelessly-pretty cycling trails ready to be explored.

plunge into silent, ink-black channels.
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Vineyards and Volcanoes of New Zealand
10 nights

20 Jan – 31 Jan 2023

From: £2,999

Crossing the Tasman Sea
31 Jan – 05 Feb 2023

6 nights

From: £1,099

Uncover the Kiwis’ cool credentials in their culture-packed cities – in between wine tasting

Glimpse Maori traditions and penguins at play around the captivating Bay of Islands and

in renowned vineyards and sailing past smouldering isles and rugged bays.

otherworldly Cape Reinga, before sailing back to the show-stopping sights of Sydney.

Voyage Itinerary: 30 Jan – 05 Feb 2023
Day 1: Auckland

Day 4: Sailing

Day 6: Sailing

Day 2: Bay of Islands

Day 5: Sailing

Day 7: Sydney

Day 3: Sailing

Voyage Itinerary: 20 Jan – 30 Jan 2023
Day 1: Lyttelton (For
Christchurch)
Day 2: Sailing
Day 3: Picton

Day 5: Sailing

Day 9: Sail by - White Island

Day 6: Napier

Day 10: Tauranga

Day 7: Gisbourne

Day 11: Auckland

Day 8: Sailing

Day 12: Auckland

Day 4: Wellington

Departing Christchurch’s arty port town of Lyttelton,

country’s unofficial ‘Chardonnay Capital’, Gisborne.

we’ll navigate the photogenic, penguin- packed

Also Earth’s first city to greet the sun each morning,

Marlborough Sounds. At their heart lies the port of

Gisborne accompanies its wine scene with fascinating

Picton, where a cosmopolitan, cafe- lined seafront

Māori culture.

and floating maritime museum vie for attention.

We’ll sail by White Island, the ever-active peak of a

Watching for sharks as we cross the Cook Strait to

submarine volcano, whose smoking fumaroles we’ll

the North Island, we’ll arrive in New Zealand’s cool

see en route to the Bay of Plenty. A stop in Tauranga

capital, Wellington. There’s much to investigate

allows you to relax in the nearby beach town of Mount

here – from food trucks and a golden-sand beach to

Maunganui before our cruise finishes in Auckland.

sea-kayaking, scenic cable-car rides and the national

Even by Kiwi standards, the scenery surrounding this

museum, Te Papa.

pulsating city is extraordinary: rainforest, mountains,

We’ll next pause in Napier to admire marvellously-

black-sand shores and bays with vineyard-covered

preserved art deco architecture – self-guided walking

islands are all close.

A little north of Auckland begins the beautiful Bay of

We’re then bound for Australia on the Tasman Sea,

Islands. Some of the 144 isles here come draped in

giving you the chance to totally relax on the three-

subtropical rainforest; others are more rugged, such

day crossing and test out Golden Horizon’s spa and

as pointy Motukokako and its natural ‘Hole in the Rock’

swimming pool. It’s also a great chance to delve into

tunnel. Penguins, dolphins and whales are commonly

the rich activities we have lined-up, ranging from talks

spied in this area.

focused on maritime history, astronomy or geography

Continuing up North Island’s eastern flank, just like

to wine-tasting evenings and movie nights. Arriving

HMS Endeavour did in 1769, we’ll pass bays named

in Sydney, you’ll see that world-famous skyline – the

by Captain Cook and sail around the northerly tip of

iconic Harbour Bridge and jaw-dropping Opera

Cape Reinga. Look for Reinga’s red, 800-year-old

House – appear into view. Spend time exploring the

pohutukawa tree, off whose gnarled branches the

city’s botanical gardens, Bondi Beach, celebrity- chef

spirits of deceased Maori are believed to leap, bound

restaurants and the Sydney Tower’s 250-metre-high

for their ancestral homeland of Hawaiki.

observation deck awaiting just inland .

tours are easy to complete – before docking in the

Tradewind Voyages
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Shore Excursions:
Antipodean Summer Collection

Wild Wonders of Australia & New
Zealand
Our shore excursions on this voyage introduce incredible flora and
fauna. In particular, the scenic cruise on Milford Sound is a must
– you’ll get to glide past 2000-metre-high peaks and dramatic
waterfalls, while looking out for native birds in the skies above.
At Bluff, you’ll get to explore the dramatic, raw beauty of the
coastline on a guided walk. See fossilised forests and watch wild
rapids that flow down from the Southern Alps. You’ll then get to
visit a waterfall and walk amid lush forests.
When we stop in Oban, wildlife lovers shouldn’t miss a guided
walk of Ulva Island, where rare birds thrive amid the wilderness,
or another scenic cruise around the unspoiled landscapes of the
Paterson Inlet. Look out for penguins and seals on the coastline,
and albatrosses in the skies.
Once Golden Horizon has dropped anchor in Port Chalmers, we’ll
whisk you down south to the country’s only castle, Larnach Castle,
for a spot of morning tea before we take a tour of architecturallyelegant Dunedin – the historical heart of New Zealand, and home
to an alluring blend of Maori and Scottish heritage.

East Coast Australia Festivities
On this cruise, you’ll get to enjoy some of the iconic sights
of Australia thanks to our shore excursions. In Townsville,
you can escape to the tropical Magnetic Island to relax on
the sand of secluded bays and spot wildlife. In Airlie Beach,
take a guided walking tour in Conway National Park, where
you’ll see vibrant birdlife and butterflies.

excursion to the Worimi Sand Dunes, the highest in the

the local paua (sea snails). If you’re not set on exploring New

Southern Hemisphere, and the towering Sydney Harbour

Zealand’s capital Wellington at length, take another safari down

Bridge, which you can climb once you’ve donned safety

the ‘Storm Coast’ to visit a historic ranch which thrived during the

harnesses and headgear. Views over the city’s bustling

colonial era. You’ll see seals along the coast, basking on the rocks,

harbour will wow, but those who prefer underwater

and be able to look back at the South Island across Cook Strait.
In Napier, you can’t miss an excursion to the region’s best
wineries. Get your taste buds ready for some sampling, as you

In Eden, visit a local oyster farm, meeting the people behind

tour orchards and vineyards and pick up a bottle to take back on

its cultivation – and get a taste of these piquant shellfish – or

board. If wine isn’t your thing, you might like to visit some of the

take in the region’s sights with a professional photographer

local gannet colonies that dot the coastline here.

to guide you on the best pictures to snap. Then, for a truly
special finale, take a helicopter tour from Port Arthur for
spellbinding views of Tasmania, Australia’s island state,
or hit the water on an eco-cruise through the nearby
wilderness, sailing under some of the world’s highest cliffs.

66

cruise excursion to see secret coves and fascinating seabirds
around the top of the South Island, as well as to get a taste of

tour – an excellent alternative to the Great Barrier Reef.

|

Spectacular scenery abounds near Picton, so hop on our scenic

For those with a head for heights there’s the guided

adventures will love the Jervis Bay Marine Park snorkelling

Tradewind Voyages

Vineyards and Volcanoes of New
Zealand

Gisbourne is gorgeous, so we offer a brilliant cycling excursion,
or from here you can take a coastal reef walk to meet and feed
stingrays. After we sail by White Island, you’ll get the opportunity
to have a lakeside picnic in Tauranga, visit the Lord of the Rings
set, Hobbiton, or join the local Maori for a traditional meal.
To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Voyages On Board
Golden Horizon
Date

Choose an area of the world you’ve always wanted to
explore and experience it during the sailing adventure
of a lifetime. If you have the time, combine different
voyages or choose to sail across the world with us.

Nights

Embarkation Port

Debarkation Port

Voyage

Voyage Code

Page

Twin/Double (pp)

Single

Friday 29 April, 2022

11

Port Klang (Kuala Lumpur)

Muara (Brunei)

Singapore and Island Indulgence

GH1022

p26

£2,199

£3,499

Tuesday 10 May, 2022

9

Muara (Brunei)

Manilia (Philippines)

Wonders of Malaysia and the Philippines

GH1122

p27

£1,799

£2,849

Thursday 19 May, 2022

8

Manilia (Philippines)

Keelung (Taipei)

Philippines and Taiwan Treasures

GH1222

p28

£1,699

£2,699

Friday 27 May, 2022

15

Keelung (Taipei)

Tokyo (Japan)

Highlights of South Japan

GH1322

p29

£3,749

£5,999

Saturday 11 June, 2022

13

Tokyo (Japan)

Otaru (Japan)

Contrasts of Japan

GH1422

p30

£3,199

£5,099

Friday 24 June, 2022

18

Otaru (Japan)

Seward (Alaska)

Russia and Alaska Expedition

GH1522

p31

£3,349

£5,299

Monday 11 July, 2022

17

Seward (Alaska)

Victoria (Vancouver Island)

Alaska: Into The Wilderness

GH1622

p38

£3,999

£6,349

Thursday 28 July, 2022

13

Victoria (Vancouver Island)

San Diego

USA West Coast Wonders

GH1722

p39

£3,549

£5,649

Wednesday 10 August, 2022

9

San Diego

Acapulco (Mexico)

Colours of the Mexican Coast

GH1822

p40

£2,099

£3,349

Friday 19 August, 2022

13

Acapulco (Mexico)

Puerto Caldera

Central America Explorer

GH1922

p41

£2,549

£4,099

Thursday 01 September, 2022

16

Puerto Caldera

Guayaquil

Wild Costa Rica and Panama's Islands

GH2022

p42

£3,199

£5,099

Saturday 17 September, 2022

17

Guayaquil

Valparaiso

Peru and Chile: Inca Infusion

GH2122

p43

£3,849

£6,149

Tuesday 04 October, 2022

20

Valparaiso

Papeete

Explore Chile and Remote Islands

GH2222

p50

£3,799

£6,049

Monday 24 October, 2022

7

Papeete

Papeete

Pearls of French Polynesia

GH2322

p51

£1,799

£2,799

Monday 31 October, 2022

7

Papeete

Papeete

Polynesian Paradise

GH2422

p52

£2,049

£3,249

Monday 07 November, 2022

14

Papeete

Levuka, Fiji

Splendours of the South Pacific

GH2522

p53

£2,949

£4,749

Monday 21 November, 2022

7

Lautoka Fiji

Lautoka, Fiji

Fiji's Idyllic Islands

GH2622

p54

£1,699

£2,699

Monday 28 November, 2022

17

Lautoka, Fiji

Cairns

Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands

GH2722

p55

£3,599

£5,749

Thursday 15 December, 2022

23

Cairns

Melbourne

East Coast Australia Festivities

GH2822

p62

£4,449

£7,099

Friday 06 January, 2023

15

Melbourne

Lyttelton (For Christchurch)

Wild Wonders of Australia & New Zealand

GH0123

p63

£2,749

£4,349

Friday 20 January, 2023

10

Lyttelton (For Christchurch)

Auckland

Vineyards and Volcanoes of New Zealand

GH0223

p64

£2,999

£4,799

Monday 30 January, 2023

6

Auckland

Sydney

Crossing the Tasman Sea

GH0323

p65

£1,099

£1,749

Frequently Asked Questions can be found at www.
tradewindvoyages.com

To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent

For full details of itineraries, including tender ports, please head to our website tradewindvoyages.com/voyages

Cabins
Suites

Deluxe 1 & 2

Type

Suite

Type

Balcony

Occupants

2-4*

Occupants

2-3*

Cabins

4

Cabins

32

Dimensions

53 sq m. (approx)

Dimensions

28.2 – 30.5 sq m.

570 sq ft. (approx)

304 – 328 sq ft.

*Two Suites can be connected to host up to

*Deluxe cabins can accommodate 4 guests as

8 guests..

long as 2 are children due to the size of the extra
bed (W: 1.35m x L: 1.90m) 0R 3 adult guests

Balcony Cabin

Gallery Midships & Forward

Type

Balcony*

Type

Outside

Occupants

2

Occupants

2

Cabins

2

Cabins

40

Dimensions

22.3 sq m.

Dimensions

14.9 – 15.8 sq m.
160 – 170 sq ft.

240 sq ft.

Gallery Aft

Marina Midships & Forward

Type

Outside

Type

Outside

Occupants

2

Occupants

2

Cabins

10

Cabins

38

Dimensions

13.8 – 15.3 sq m.

Dimensions

15.7 – 16.1 sq m.

149 – 165 sq ft.

Marina Aft

169 – 173 sq ft.

Single

Type

Outside

Type

Outside

Occupants

2

Occupants

1

Cabins

8

Cabins

6

Dimensions

12.7 – 13.0 sq m.

Dimensions

11.2 – 12.8 sq m.

137 – 140 sq ft.

121 – 138 sq ft.

Extra Berths
Extra berths are available in our deluxe cabins for £140 per berth per night,
and in our suites for £250 per berth per night.

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent

Deck Plans
Cabin Grades
702
Victory

701
Mary Rose

704
Endeavour

703
Discovery

502

501

504

503

506

505

508

507

301

304

303

306

305

104

103

308

307

106

105

310

309

108

107

312

311

110

109

112

111

510

509

512

511

314

313

513

316

315

114

113
115

514

4

302

318

317

116

320

319

118

117

322

321

120

119

519

324

323

122

121

521

326

325

124

123
125

516

515

518

517

520
522
524

523

526

525

528

527

530

529

532

531

534

533

328

327

126

330

329

128

127

331

130

129

333

132

131

336

335

134

133

338

337

136

135

340

339

138

137

342

341

140

139

332
334

15

3

Ocean

Shower

TV &

View

& WC

WiFi

Suite

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Deluxe 1

Yes

*Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Deluxe 2

Yes

*Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Balcony Cabin

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Aft

Yes

Yes

Yes

Single

Yes

Yes

Yes

Midships

Forward
Aft

Midships

Forward

Balcony

Bath

Fridge

Room

& Bar

2nd

Service Bathroom
Yes

*Deluxe 1 & 2 cabins have a shower over the bath.

The nature of the Golden Horizon, as a sailing vessel dictates that there are a number of ropes and cables associated with her
operation. These and other operationally necessary structures may appear in the view from your cabin on the Upper and Main decks.

Deck Plan Key
2

8

7

14
12

14
13

144

143

146

145

148

6

344 B
344

343

346
346 B

345

348

347

350 350
B

349

352 352
B

1

11

354
354 E2

5

141

142

18

147
149

150

17

351

Number

Venue

Number

Venue

Number

Venue

Number

Dive Pool

1

Function Room

6

Shop

11

Marina

16

Pool Bar

2

Horizon Bar

7

Reception

12

Spa

17

Main Pool

3

Piano Bar

8

Debeljak’s

13

Gym

18

Forward Pool

4

Library

9

Restaurant

14

Quarterdeck Bar

5

Destination

10

Medical Centre

15

Manager

353
353 E2

10

Venue

16
9

Upper Deck

Main Deck

Gallery Deck

Marina Deck

To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:
Call 0808 239 9289 | Visit tradewindvoyages.com | Contact your local travel agent
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Terms & Conditions

(iii) the exchange rates relevant to the package.

(4) the transferee agrees to these Booking Terms & Conditions and all
other terms of the contract between us.

Such variations could include but are not limited to cost changes which are
part of our contracts with ship operators and any other service providers.

You and the transferee will remain jointly and severally liable

These Booking Terms and Conditions, together with our Privacy Policy,

restaurant. Certain cabin categories include further items/services. Please

Guest behaviour, safety and Security Policy and where your voyage

see our website for further details. All elements are subject to availability

You will be charged for the amount of any increase in accordance with

cancellation charges as set out in condition 8 will apply in order to cover

is booked via our website, our Website Terms of Use, together with

at the time of booking. From time to time we may host conventions,

this condition. However, if this means that you have to pay an increase

our estimated costs. Otherwise, no refunds will be given for passengers

any other written information we brought to your attention before we

conferences or seminars, which will not affect the overall normal day-to-

of more than 8% (eight per cent) of the price of your confirmed voyage

not travelling or for unused services.

confirmed your booking, form the basis of your contract, which is a

day operation of the vessel, however there may be occasions when certain

(excluding any amendment charges and/or additional services or third

contract of carriage, with us. In these Booking Conditions references

facilities are unavailable to you whilst these events take place.

party onward travel arrangements), you will have the option of accepting

Important Note: Certain arrangements may not be amended or

a change to another voyage if we are able to offer one (if this is of lower

transferred after they have been confirmed and any alteration

to “you” and “your” include the first named person on the booking and

for payment of all sums. If you are unable to find a replacement,

all persons on whose behalf a booking is made or any other person to

We cannot guarantee that our vessel(s) will call at every advertised port

price you will be refunded the difference in price), or cancelling and

could incur a cancellation charge of up to 100% of that part of the

whom a booking is added or transferred and “we”, “us” and “our” means

or follow every part of the itinerary. Itineraries may change from time to

receiving a full refund of all monies paid to us, except for any amendment

arrangements.

Tradewind Voyages UK Limited, a company registered in England and

time, both before and after the Embarkation Date and we reserve the right

charges and/or additional services or travel arrangements. Should you

Wales with company number 12450468, of registered office 22 – 26

to omit, add and/or substitute any ports, call at additional ports, vary the

decide to cancel for this reason, you must exercise your right to do so

8.If You Cancel Your Booking Before the Embarkation Date

High Street, Hadleigh, Suffolk IP7 5AP.

order of call at ports, change the time of arrival at, departure from or time

within seven (7) days from your balance due date.

If you or any other member of your party decides to cancel your

spent at any port of call, deviate from the advertised itinerary in any way
Please read these Booking Terms and Conditions carefully as they set out

or substitute another vessel.

confirmed booking you must notify us by emailing us at amendments@
Should the price of your voyage go down due to the changes mentioned

tradewindvoyages.com. This should be done by the first named person

above, then any refund due will be paid to you less an administrative fee

on the booking. Your notice of cancellation will only take effect from the

We aim to issue you with an Information Pack two (2) weeks prior to your

of £25.00 per person. However, please note that travel arrangements

date on which we receive it. Should one or more member of your party

By making a booking, the first named person on the booking agrees on

Embarkation Date, either by email or to the address with which we have

of which the voyage is comprised are not always purchased in local

cancel, it may increase the price per person of those still travelling and

behalf of all persons detailed on the booking that:

been provided. This Pack will include the details of your arrangements such

currency and some apparent changes have no impact on the price of

you will be liable to pay this increase. If the reason for your cancellation

as: the date and time the vessel departs the port of embarkation; the latest

your travel due to contractual and other protection in place.

is covered under the terms of your insurance policy, you may be able to

our respective rights and obligations.

1.

he/she has read these Booking Terms and Conditions and has the

ports of call on the vessel’s itinerary and timings; all necessary contact

authority to and does agree to be bound by them;

details; on board services, restaurants (please see Special Requests for

There will be no change made to the price of your confirmed voyage

2. he/she consents to our use of personal data in accordance with our

reclaim these charges.

any dietary requirements); along with any other information that we

within 30 (thirty) days of your Embarkation Date nor will refunds be paid

Since we incur costs in cancelling your arrangements, you will have to

Privacy Policy and is authorised on behalf of all persons named on

believe to be helpful for the enjoyment of your voyage. You should check

during this period.

pay the cancellation charges as follows:

the booking to disclose their personal details to us, including, where

all tickets and information in the Pack very carefully immediately on receipt

applicable, special categories of data (such as information on health

to ensure they contain the correct transport times. If any embarkation or

6.Cutting your arrangements short

Period Before the Embarkation

Cancellation Charge

conditions or disabilities and dietary requirements);

disembarkation times change after tickets have been dispatched we will

If you are forced to return home early, we cannot refund the cost of any

contact you as soon as we can to let you know.

travel arrangements you have not used. If you cut short your holiday and

Date in which You Notify Us

(% of the full cost of your voyage)

90 days or more

Deposit only

60 - 89 days

30 %

45 - 59 days

50 %

30 – 44 days

75%

Less than 30 days

100%

3. he/she is over 18 years of age and where placing an order for
services with age restrictions declares that he/she and all members of
the party are of the appropriate age to purchase those services;
4. he/she accepts financial responsibility for payment of the booking on
behalf of all persons detailed on the booking.

return home early in circumstances where you have no reasonable cause
3.Accuracy & Shore Excursions

for complaint about the standard of services provided, we will not offer

We endeavour to ensure that all the information and prices both on our

you any refund for that part of your voyage not completed, or be liable

website and in any advertising material including any brochures are

for any associated costs you may incur. Depending on the circumstances,

accurate, however occasionally changes and errors occur and we reserve

your travel insurance may offer cover for curtailment and we suggest

If you book a voyage in conjunction with other services (such as flights,

the right to correct prices and other details in such circumstances. You must

that any claim is made directly with them.

on-shore accommodation and/or ground transfers) which are arranged

check the current price and all other details relating to the arrangements

or provided by a travel agent or tour operator with whom you book,

that you wish to book before you make your booking.

your contract for the full holiday including the voyage and all such

7.If You Change Your Booking & Transfers of Bookings
7A. Change to Booking

other services and arrangements will be with your travel agent or tour

Our descriptions may refer to activities or tours in the ports and/or shore

If you wish to change any part of your booking after our booking

operator and not with us. The travel agent’s or tour operator’s own

excursions. Unless you booked an activity, tour and/or shore excursion with

confirmation and invoice have been issued, you must inform us in writing

booking conditions will apply to your contract. Please ensure you obtain

us where we act as principal and as part of your voyage booking, we are

as soon as possible by emailing amendments@tradewindvoyages.

Please note that any amendments charges are not refundable in any

a copy of these before or at the time you book. We do not have any

not responsible for the provision of such activity, tour or shore excursion or

com. This should be done by the first named person on the booking.

circumstances.

liability to you in these circumstances.

for anything that happens during the course of its provision by the operator

Your request to make a change to a booking will only be effective from

as they are not operated or supervised by us; they do not form part of your

the date on which we receive it. Whilst we will do our best to assist, we

Important Note: Certain arrangements may not be amended after they

1.Booking & Paying For Your Voyage

contract with us, even where you may choose to book or pay for whilst you

cannot guarantee that we will be able to meet your requested change.

have been confirmed and any cancellation could incur a cancellation

A booking is made with us when you pay us a deposit equal to 15%

are on the ship.

where we can meet a request, all changes will be subject to payment of

charge of up to 100% of that part of the arrangements in addition to

an administration fee of at least £50 per person per change, as well as

the charge above.

(fifteen per cent) of the full cost of your voyage (or full payment if you
are booking within 90 (ninety) days of the Embarkation Date) and we

4.Insurance

any costs and charges incurred by us and/or incurred or imposed by any

issue you with a booking confirmation. We reserve the right to return

Adequate travel insurance is a condition of your contract with us. You must

of our suppliers in making this change. You should be aware that these

Where possible, we will deduct the Cancellation Charge(s) from any

your deposit and decline to issue a booking confirmation at our absolute

be satisfied that your travel or other appropriate insurance fully covers all

costs could increase the nearer to the Embarkation Date that changes

monies you have already paid to us.

discretion. A binding contract will come into existence between you and

your requirements including pre-existing medical conditions, cancellation

are made and you should contact us as soon as possible. Where we are

us as soon as we have issued you with a booking confirmation which will

charges, medical expenses and repatriation in the event of accident or

unable to assist you and you do not wish to proceed with the original

Cancellation by You due to Unavoidable & Extraordinary Circumstances:

confirm the details of your booking and will be sent to you or, where you

illness. If you choose to travel without adequate insurance cover, we

booking we will treat this as a cancellation by you. A cancellation fee

You have the right to cancel your booking before the Embarkation Date

have booked through a travel agent, your travel agent. Upon receipt,

will not be liable for any losses howsoever arising, in respect of which

may be payable in accordance with condition 8.

without paying a cancellation charge in the event of “unavoidable

if you believe that any details on the booking confirmation or any other

insurance cover would otherwise have been available.

document are wrong you must advise us immediately as changes cannot

and extraordinary circumstances” occurring at the relevant part of
7B. Transfer of Booking

your itinerary (or its immediate vicinity) and significantly affecting the

be made later and it may harm your rights if we are not notified of any

5.Pricing

If you or any member of your party is prevented from travelling, that

performance of the voyage. This should be done by the first named

inaccuracies in any document within 10 (ten) days of our sending it out.

We reserve the right to amend the price of unsold voyages at any time and

person(s) may transfer their place to someone else, subject to the

person on the booking. Your notice of cancellation of a booking will

to correct errors in the prices of confirmed voyages.

following conditions:

only take effect when it is received by us as outlined above. In these

(1)

that person is introduced by you and satisfies all the conditions

circumstances, we will provide you with a full refund of the monies

applicable to the voyage;

you have paid but we will not be liable to pay you any additional

we are notified not less than seven (7) days before the Embarkation

compensation. Please note that your right to cancel in these

Date;

circumstances will only apply where the Foreign, Commonwealth and

you pay any outstanding balance payment, an amendment fee of

Development office advises against travel to your destination or its

other power sources;

£50 per person transferring, as well as any additional fees, charges

immediate vicinity.

the level of taxes or fees chargeable for services applicable to

or other costs arising from the transfer; and

The balance of the cost of your voyage (including any surcharge,
if applicable) is due not less than 90 days prior to the scheduled

We also reserve the right to increase the price of confirmed voyages solely

Embarkation Date. If we do not receive this balance in full and on time,

to allow for increases which are a direct consequence of changes in:

(2)

we reserve the right to treat your booking as cancelled by you in which
case we will retain your deposit.
2.Information

(i)
(ii)

the price of the carriage of passengers resulting from the cost of fuel or

The fare includes full board, accommodation, entertainment onboard the

the voyage imposed by third parties not directly involved in the

vessel, wifi-access, gratuities, service charges, use of gym and marina

performance of the voyage, including tourist taxes, landing taxes or

Tradewind
| drinks
74 with lunch & dinner in the main
and
selectedVoyages
beer/wine/soft

embarkation or disembarkation fees at ports; and

(3)
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able to accommodate wheelchairs or other mobility aids on the ship.

For the purposes of this condition, “unavoidable and extraordinary

14.Complaints
We make every effort to ensure that your arrangements run smoothly

circumstances” means warfare, acts of terrorism, significant risks to

Important Note: we will not pay you compensation where:

human health such as the outbreak of serious disease at the travel

(a) we make a minor change;

You must ensure that you are medically and physically fit for travel, and

but if you do have a problem during your voyage, please inform

destination or natural disasters such as floods, earthquakes or weather

(b) we make a significant change or cancel the arrangements more than

that such travelling will not endanger yourself or anyone else. If any

Guest Services immediately who will endeavour to put things right. If

42 days (6 weeks) before the Embarkation Date;

member of your party is affected by any condition (medical or otherwise)

your complaint is not resolved locally, please ensure that you contact

we make a significant change and you accept those changed

that might affect their, or any other guests’ enjoyment of the voyage,

guestservices@tradewindvoyages.com.

arrangements or an offer of alternative arrangements;

you must advise us about this before the time of booking so that we can

conditions which make it impossible to travel safely to the travel
destination.
This condition 8 outlines the rights you have if you wish to cancel your

(c)
(d)

booking. Please note that there is no automatic statutory right of
cancellation under the Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation

(e)

and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013 (Directive 2011/83/EU).
(f)
9.If We Change or Cancel

we have to cancel your voyage as a result of your failure to make full

try to advise you as to the suitability of your chosen arrangements and/

If you booked through a travel agent or tour operator, please contact

payment on time;

or making the booking. You must also promptly advise us if any medical

them.

the change/ cancellation by us arises out of alterations to the

condition or disability which may affect any member of your party’s

booking requested by you; or

voyage which develops after the booking has been confirmed. We may

If the problem cannot be resolved and you wish to complain further, you

we are forced to cancel or change your arrangements due to Events

require you to produce a doctor’s certificate certifying that such member

must send formal written notice of your complaint to us at our registered

Beyond our Control (see condition 10).

of your party is fit to participate. Acting reasonably, if we are unable to

office, ideally within 30 days of the end of your voyagee, giving your

properly accommodate the needs of the person(s) concerned, we will

booking reference and all other relevant information. Please keep

As we plan your arrangements many months in advance we may
occasionally have to make changes or cancel your booking and we

If we become unable to provide a significant proportion of the voyage

not confirm your booking or if you did not give us full details at the time

your letter concise and to the point. This will assist us to quickly identify

reserve the right to do so at any time. There may be a requirement to

arrangements that you have booked with us after you have departed,

of booking, we will cancel it and impose applicable cancellation charges

your concerns and speed up our response to you. Failure to follow the

carry out maintenance or construction works during your voyage. Where

we will, if possible, make alternative arrangements for you at no extra

when we become aware of these details.

procedure set out in this condition may affect ours and the applicable

the works are likely to seriously impair your holiday, we will notify you as

charge and where those alternative arrangements are in our view of a

soon as possible.

lower standard, provide you with an appropriate price reduction.

supplier’s ability to investigate your complaint, and will affect your rights
Those guests who are aged 75 or over at the date of disembarkation

under this contract.

will need to provide a Doctor’s letter or certificate confirming they are
9A. Changes to Your Booking

10.Events Beyond our Control

medically and physically fit to travel and can be accommodated safely

You can access the European Commission Online Dispute Resolution

If we make a minor change to your arrangements, we will make

Except where otherwise expressly stated in these Booking Terms

on Golden Horizon. This letter or certificate will need to be presented on

(ODR) platform at http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr/. This ODR

reasonable efforts to inform you, as soon as possible if there is time

and Conditions we will not be liable or pay you compensation if our

the day of embarkation

platform is a means of registering your complaint with us; it will not

before your Embarkation Date but we will have no liability to you.

contractual obligations to you are affected by Events Beyond our Control.

Examples of minor changes include: a change from one port of call

For the purposes of these Booking Terms and Conditions, Events Beyond

We cannot accept guests who will enter their [24th week of pregnancy]

ODR platform is unlikely to be available for use by UK consumers at such

to another; a change from one day’s port of call to one day’s sailing;

our Control means any event beyond our or the supplier of the service in

by the beginning of, or at any time during the voyage.

a point that the UK’s transition period, as part of its withdrawal as a

a change in timings for any port of call (but the vessel still calls at all

question, the consequences of which could not have been avoided even if

confirmed ports); a longer waiting time in a port; a change of a sailing

all reasonable measures had been taken. Examples include war or threat

To ensure a healthy sailing, we may request guests complete a short

route or change in order of ports that are visited; a change of the overall

of war, and acts of terrorism (and threat thereof), civil strife, riots, civil

questionnaire at the port of embarkation to confirm if they are suffering

15.Your Behaviour

length of your arrangements by 12 (twelve) hours or less); variations to

unrest, significant risks to human health such as the outbreak of serious

from or showing symptoms of gastrointestinal or coronavirus type illness

All guests are expected to conduct themselves in an orderly and

on-board facilities.

disease at the travel destination, epidemics, pandemics or natural

or other illnesses that spread easily from one person to another. We have

acceptable manner and not to disrupt the enjoyment of others. It is a

disasters such as floods, earthquakes or weather conditions which make

a medical facility on board our vessel and strongly recommend you visit

condition of boarding and remaining on board our vessel(s) that all

Occasionally we may have to make a significant change to your voyage.

it impossible to travel safely to the travel destination or remain at the

the facility if you are feeling unwell. Where necessary, if your condition

guests throughout their stay comply with our Guest Behaviour, Safety &

An example of a significant change would be a change from two days’

travel destination, mechanical difficulties, the act of any government

is deemed contagious, we may have to confine you to your cabin to

Security Policy.

port of calls to two days’ sailing.

(national or local), or other national or local authority including port or

avoid the spread of your condition. Non-compliance with the instructions

determine how your complaint should be resolved. Please Note: the

member of the European Union, comes to an end.

river authorities, lock closure, natural or nuclear disaster, fire, chemical

of the medical personnel is contrary to our Guest Behaviour, Safety &

On the voyage it is necessary that you ensure that all members of your

9B. Cancellation of Your Booking

or biological disaster, unavoidable technical problems with transport

Security Policy and could lead to your removal from the vessel at the

party abide by the authority of our representatives and the vessel’s

We will not cancel your voyage less than six (6) weeks before the

and all similar events outside our or the supplier(s) in question’s control.

next port of call in which case we will have no further liability to you or

master. If in our opinion or in the opinion of any voyage staff member or

to any member of your party. If you have failed to give proper notice of

any other person in authority, your behaviour or that of any member of

Embarkation Date, except for where it is due to Events Beyond our
Control (see condition 10), failure by you to pay your final balance or

Brexit Implications: please note that certain travel arrangements may

any assistance or needs you require then in accordance with Regulation

your party is causing or is likely to cause distress, danger or annoyance to

the voyage not achieving its minimum number of guests . Our minimum

be affected as a result of the United Kingdom’s decision to leave the

EU 1177/2010 we reserve the right to refuse to allow you to travel. This

any other guests or any third party, or damage to property, or to cause

number of travellers for any voyage is 75% (seventy five percent) of the

European Union. This could include an unavailability of access to certain

includes a refusal in order to meet safety requirements established by

a delay or diversion to transportation, we reserve the right, without prior

permitted lower berth capacity. Where we do not reach this minimum

ports and airports etc. Please rest assured that this is something we will

international, union or national law or those competent authorities, or

notice, to refuse to allow you to travel on our vessel and to terminate

number within 20 (twenty) days of the Embarkation Date, we reserve the

continue to monitor and will advise our customers as soon as possible if

where the design of the vessel or port infrastructure makes it impossible

your booking with us immediately. You may then be left at any port or

right to cancel the voyage and refund you in full

we become aware of any confirmed bookings which will be affected.

to carry out the embarkation, disembarkation or carriage of you or a

place at which the vessel calls without us incurring any liability. We will

However, since this is something which is completely unprecedented and

member of your party in a safe or operationally feasible manner.

have no further obligations to you and/or your party. No refunds for lost
arrangements will be made and we will not pay any expenses or costs

If we have to make a significant change or cancel, we will tell you as

outside our control, we would treat any such changes as Events Beyond

soon as possible and if there is time to do so before your Embarkation

our Control, and whilst we will endeavour to provide suitable alternative

13.Check-in and Luggage

incurred as a result of termination. You and/or the members of your party

Date, we will offer you the choice of:

arrangements or refunds where possible, we will not be liable to pay you

Check-in details will be sent to you with your final documents, before the

may also be required to pay for loss and/or damage caused by their

(i)

accepting the changed arrangements; or

any compensation.

Embarkation Date. Any valuable and important items should be carried

actions and we will hold you and each member of your party jointly and

(ii)

having a refund of all monies paid (excluding amendment fees); or

by hand and not packed in your luggage, and once onboard, should not

individually liable for any damage or losses caused by any member of

11.Special Requests

be left unsecured in your cabin or elsewhere. We shall not be liable for

your party. Full payment for any such damage or losses must be paid

alternative voyage (we will refund any price difference if the

The cabin we allocate will be suitable for the number of guests occupying

any loss or damage to any valuables. If you discover any loss or damage

directly to the chief purser or other supplier prior to the Disembarkation

alternative is of a lower value).

it. Any special requests must be advised to us at the time of booking e.g.

when onboard then you must notify Guest Services immediately. Failure

Date.

the carrying of any special medical equipmentdiet, food intolerances,

to so notify immediately may affect our ability to investigate the loss or

You must notify us of your choice within seven (7) days of our offer. This

allergies, requirements and preferences. You should then confirm these

damage. You must also give us details of the relevant insurance coverage.

If you or any member of your party fails to make payment, you will be

should be done by the first named person on the booking. If we do not

requests in writing. Whilst every effort will be made by us to try to

Our luggage allowance is restricted by cabin space and weigh (23kg in

responsible for meeting any claims (including legal costs) subsequently

hear from you within seven (7) days, we will contact you again to request

arrange any reasonable special requests, we cannot guarantee that

a maximum of 2 pieces per person), all luggage must be stored in your

made against us as a result of the actions of any member of your party

notification of your choice. If you fail to respond again, we will assume

they will be fulfilled. The fact that a special request has been noted on

cabin. All luggage must be labelled with your name, vessel name, cabin

together with all costs we incur in pursuing any claim against you or any

that you have chosen to accept the alternative booking arrangements.

the confirmation invoice or any other documentation or that it has been

number and sailing date. You must not pack in any luggage or bring

member of your party.

passed on to the supplier is not confirmation that the request will be met.

onboard any dangerous or illegal item which include, but are not limited

(iii) if available and where we offer one, accepting an offer of an

Compensation

Should your needs change after booking or you become aware that

to those items specified in our Guest Behaviour, Safety & Security Policy.

In addition to a full refund of all monies paid by you, we will pay you any

you need assistance you must notify us immediately and we will make

We may also specify other inappropriate items which you must not bring

appropriate compensation in the following circumstances:

reasonable efforts to assist you at that time. Failure to meet any special

with you. If we or the master of the vessel have reason to believe that

(a) If, where we make a significant change, you do not accept the

request will not be a breach of contract on our part. We do not accept

any cabin may contain anything which should not have been brought

bookings that are conditional upon any special request being met.

onboard, we or an authorized officer have the right to search the cabin

changed arrangements and cancel your booking; or

and seize any such items and may also contact law enforcement.

(b) If we cancel your voyage and no alternative arrangements are
available and/or we do not offer one.

12.Disabilities and Medical Requirements
Please note that Golden Horizon does not have elevators or ramps and

The compensation that we offer does not exclude you from claiming

Tradewind
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access to land is often via the ship’s launches. In addition, we will not be
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16.Our Responsibilities

provide ourselves and our insurers with all assistance we may

voyage departure date. Where we are unable to offer you such

our prior authorisation before making your own travel arrangements.

(1)

reasonably require.

replacement voyage of the same price, category and cabin, subject

Furthermore, we reserve the right to charge you a fee for our assistance

to availability, we will be able to work with you to discuss the options

in the event that the difficulty is caused intentionally by you or a member

available to you.

of your party, or otherwise through your or your party’s negligence.

We will accept responsibility for the arrangements we agree to
provide or arrange for you as an “organiser” under the Package Travel
and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018, as set out below

(6) Please note, we cannot accept any liability for any damage, loss or

and as such, we are responsible for the proper provision of all travel

expense or other sum(s) of any description:

services included in the voyage package, as set out in our confirmation

(a)

which on the basis of the information given to us by you

18.Passport, Visa and Immigration Requirements & Health Formalities

20.Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office Advice

invoice. Subject to these Booking Terms and Conditions, if we or our

concerning your booking prior to our accepting it, we could

It is your responsibility to check and fulfill the passport, visa, health and

You are responsible for making yourself aware of Foreign,

suppliers negligently perform or arrange those services and we don’t

not have foreseen you would suffer or incur if we breached

immigration requirements applicable for all ports of call on the vessel’s

Commonwealth and Development office advice in regard to the safety of

remedy or resolve your complaint within a reasonable period of time,

our contract with you;

itinerary. We can only provide general information about this. You must

the countries and areas in which you will be travelling and to make your

relate to any direct loss of profits or direct loss of business;

check requirements for your own specific circumstances with the relevant

decisions accordingly. Advice from the Foreign, Commonwealth and

and/or

Embassies and/or Consulates and your own doctor as applicable.

Development Office to avoid or leave a particular country may constitute

relate to indirect or consequential loss of any kind.

Requirements do change and you must check the up to date position in

Events Beyond our Control. (See condition 10).

and this has affected the enjoyment of the voyage you may be entitled

(b)

to an appropriate price reduction or compensation or both. You must
inform us without undue delay of any failure to perform or improper

(c)

good time before your Embarkation Date.

performance of the travel services included in the voyage. The
level of any such price reduction or compensation will be calculated

21.Jurisdiction and Applicable Law

(7) We will not accept responsibility for services or facilities which do

taking into consideration all relevant factors such as but not limited

not form part of our agreement or where they are not advertised

Most countries now require passports to be valid for at least 6 months

These Booking Terms and Conditions and any agreement to which they

to following the complaints procedure as described in these Booking

on our website or in any brochure. For example, any excursion you

after the Disembarkation Date. If your passport is in its final year, you

apply are governed in all respects by English law. We both agree that

Terms and Conditions and the extent to which ours or our employees’

book whilst away, or any service or facility which any other supplier

should check with the Embassy of the countries you are visiting. For

any dispute, claim or other matter which arises between us out of or in

or suppliers’ negligence affected the overall enjoyment of the voyage.

agrees to provide for you.

further information contact the Passport Office on 0870 5210410 or visit

connection with your contract or booking will be dealt with by the courts

https://www.gov.uk/browse/citizenship/passports.

of England and Wales only. You may however, choose the law and

Please note that it is your responsibility to show that we or our
supplier(s) have been negligent if you wish to make a claim against us.

jurisdiction of Scotland or Northern Ireland if you live in those places and

(8) Where it is impossible for you to return to your disembarkation point
as per the scheduled Disembarkation Date, due to Unavoidable

Special conditions apply for travel to the USA, and all passengers

and Extraordinary Circumstances, we will provide you with any

must have individual machine readable passports. Please check

death, loss, damage, expense, cost or other claim of any description if

necessary accommodation (where possible, of a comparable

https://uk.usembassy.gov. For European holidays you should obtain a

it results from:

standard) for a period not exceeding three nights per person. Please

completed and issued form EHIC prior to departure.

(a)

the acts and/or omissions of the person affected; or

note that the three (3) night cap does not apply to persons with

(b)

the acts and/or omissions of a third party unconnected

(2) We will not be responsible or pay compensation for any injury, illness,

(c)

reduced mobility, pregnant women or unaccompanied minors, nor

When visiting Russia guests do not require a visa when participating

the provision of the services contracted for and which were

to persons needing specific medical assistance, provided we have

in group excursions organised by authorised ground tour operators.

unforeseeable or unavoidable; or

been notified of these particular needs at least 48 hours before the

For guests wanting to explore ashore independently you should refer to

Events Beyond our Control (as defined in condition 10).

start of your voyage. For the purposes of this condition, Unavoidable

https://cibtvisas.co.uk/ for the most up to date information.

with

if you wish to do so.

and Extraordinary Circumstances mean any Unavoidable and
(3) We limit the amount of compensation we may have to pay if we are
found liable under this condition:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Extraordinary Circumstances which make it impossible to travel

Up to date travel advice can be obtained from the Foreign

safely back to your disembarkation.

Commonwealth and Development office, visit https://www.gov.uk/
travelaware

Loss of and/or damage to any luggage or personal
possessions and money: the maximum amount we will have

17. Your Protection

to pay you in respect of these claims is under the Athens

Insolvency protection

Tradewind Voyages recommend The Travel Visa Company to provide

Convention 1974 or Regulation EU No 392/2009.

We provide financial protection for packages that we sell as an

information and assist with any necessary travel visa requirements.

Time limits for notifying any loss of and/or damage is set out

“organiser” under the Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements

Their website can be accessed at www.thetravelvisacompany.co.uk/

in the Athens Convention 1974 or Regulation EU No 392/2009

Regulations 2018. We provide this by making payment into a trust

tradewindvoyages . You can apply for most destinations online, check

are as follows: damage or delay which is apparent, must be

account administered by independent trustees, Protected Trust Services

your requirements or make an enquiry. If you are a UK Passport holder

notified to ourselves and the supplier of the service in question

– protectedtrustservices.com/ Money is not released from that account

you can also check your entry requirements with the FCO (Foreign

(if it is not us) before or, at the latest, at the time of departure

until after you have travelled. If you book arrangements other than a

Commonwealth and Development office).

from the vessel or relevant services; and where it is not

package with us; or book a voyage through another company with

apparent, within 15 days of departure from the vessel or end of

flights or other travel services supplied by them, your monies will not be

Non British passport holders, including other EU nationals, should obtain

using the service.

financially protected via this trust but may be protected by that other

up to date advice on passport and visa requirements from the Embassy,

Claims not falling under (a) above and which don’t involve

company’s financial protection arrangements. Please ask us for further

High Commission or Consulate of each of the countries through which

injury, illness or death: the maximum amount we will have to

details.

you are travelling.

paid by or on behalf of the person(s) affected in total. This

Tradewind Voyages Covid-19 Refund Statement

At check-in you must present a valid passport and any visa, entry or

maximum amount will only be payable where everything has

If you are unable to embark Golden Horizon due to a local lockdown in

exit permit, or other documentation required by any port on the vessel’s

gone wrong and you or your party has not received any benefit

your home country as a result of Covid-19 or due to your home country’s

itinerary. We do not accept any responsibility if you cannot travel, or

at all from your booking.

Government advising against travel to your destination(s) as a result

incur any other loss because you have not complied with any passport,

Claims in respect of any stay on our ship:

of Covid-19, then we will be able to transfer your booking to another

visa, immigration requirements or health formalities. You agree to

The extent of our liability will in all cases be limited as if we

Tradewind Voyage at a later date*, or, you can choose to have a full

reimburse us in relation to any fines or other losses which we incur as

were suppliers under the Athens Convention, with respect to

refund of monies already paid to us.

a result of your failure to comply with any passport, visa, immigration

pay you in respect of these claims is up to three times the price

(d)

requirements or health formalities.

arrangements. You can ask for a copy of this Convention from
our offices. Please contact us.

If we have to cancel a voyage due to Covid-19, we will be able to
transfer your booking to another Tradewind Voyage at a later date*,

19.Prompt Assistance

When making any payment, we are entitled to deduct any money which

or, you can choose to have a full refund of monies already paid to us, in

If, whilst you are on a voyage, you find yourself in difficulty for any

you have received or are entitled to receive from the voyage for the

accordance with our Booking Terms and Conditions.

reason, we will offer you such prompt assistance as is appropriate in
the circumstances. In particular, we will provide you with appropriate

complaint or claim in question including under any insurance policy.
Please note that before you travel you should ensure that you and

information on health services, local authorities and consular assistance,

each member of your party have obtained adequate travel insurance

and assistance with distance communications and finding alternative

you notify any claim to us and our supplier(s) strictly in accordance

covering circumstances where you and/or any member of your party

travel arrangements. Where you require assistance which is not

with the complaints procedure set out in these Booking Terms and

contract Covid-19. Where you and/or a member of your party are

owing to any failure by us, our employees or sub-contractors we will

Conditions.

forced to cancel due to contracting Covid-19, we will be unable to refund

not be liable for the costs of any alternative travel arrangements or

any monies paid (outside the scope of our normal Booking Terms and

other such assistance you require. Subject to the other terms of these

Conditions) and will direct you to your travel insurer.

Booking Terms and Conditions, we will not be liable for any costs, fees

(4) It is a condition of our acceptance of liability under this condition that

(5) Where any payment is made, the person(s) receiving it (and their

or charges you incur in the above circumstances, if you fail to obtain

parent or guardian if under 18 years) must also assign to us or our
insurers any rights they may have to pursue any third party and must

Tradewind Voyages
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To book a voyage, flight, hotel or tour:

Call 020 7590 0605
Visit wexas.com/inspiration/
introducing-tradewind-voyages

CRUISE LINES INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
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